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THE purpose of this paper is to adapt the theory of [6] to study deformations of hyperbolic n- 
manifolds. In [6] a theory was developed to study deformations of hyperbolic surfaces and 3- 
manifolds. This theory was based on the fact that the groups of automorphisms of the 
hyperbolic plane and 3-space are respectively PSL, (62) and PSL, (C). Using a variant of the 
Serre-theory of the tree associated to SL, we were able to compactify the space of SL2- 
characters of a given group I and identify the points at infinity with certain actions of I on 
trees. Here, we work with the linear algebraic group SO (n, 1). The connection with 
hyperbolic geometry is that the component of the identity SOi (n, 1) of the real points of 
SO (n, 1) is identified with the group of orientation-preserving isometries of hyperbolic n- 
space. 
In Section 1 we describe the algebraic set of representations of a fixed finitely generated 
group I into SO (n, 1). We also discuss the quotient by conjugation by SO (n, 1). We show 
that the conjugacy classes of discrete and faithful representations map in a finite-to-one, 
proper manner to this quotient. All of this is the analogue of the situation in dimensions 2 and 
3 where SL2 (R) and SL2 (C) replace SO (n, 1). 
In Section 2 we describe the tree associated to the group SO, (n, 1) and a valuation u on K 
whose residue field is formally real. The idea here is that this group has K-rank 1 and should 
behave much like SL,. In fact we describe the tree in terms of unimodular lattices over the 
valuation ring. In the case that u is discrete and rank-l this tree is simply the Bruhat-Tits 
building [2]. The discussion in Section 2 is the direct analogue of Serre’s description [ 123 for 
SL2, as generalized to arbitrary valuations in [6]. Perhaps this section can be best 
summarized by saying that everything works as it should. 
In Section 3 we use the trees created in Section 2 to compactify the space of classes of 
representations of I into SO, (n, 1). Here we are following closely the development in [6]. 
The main results identify the ideal points with certain actions of the group I on trees. 
Furthermore, for an ideal point in the closure of the discrete and faithful classes, the action 
has the property that the stabilizer of any non-degenerate segment is virtually abelian. All 
of these results are the obvious analogues of the results of [6] for the case of surfaces and 
3-manifolds. 
Of course, the purpose of constructing such a compactification and giving a description of 
the points at infinity in terms of trees is to get geometric information about degenerations of 
hyperbolic structures. This type of information has been obtained from the theory for 
surfaces and 3-manifolds in [S], [6] and [7]. In Section 4 we use these results and the theory 
developed in Section 3, to prove a compactness result for the space of classes of discrete and 
faithful representations of the fundamental group of a 3-manifold into SOi (n, 1) for any 
n 2 3. The result says that this space is compact unless the group decomposes as an 
amalgamated free product over a virtually abelian subgroup which is of infinite index in each 
factor, or as an HNN-extension over a virtually abelian subgroup (See Theorem 4.2). In 
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particular, if the group is the fundamental group of a hyperbolic 3-manifold of finite volume, 
then the space of classes of discrete and faithful representations into SO 2 (n, 1) is compact for 
any n 2 3. 
If the 3-manifold arguments in [7] can be carried out in higher dimensions then one 
would conclude that the space of hyperbolic n-manifolds (usually of infinite volume) with 
fundamental group a given non-virtually abelian group I is compact unless I is a non-trivial 
free product with amalgamation over a virtually abelian subgroup or an HNN extension over 
a virtually abelian subgroup. Such a result must however await the development of the 
geometric-topological theory in higher dimensions along the lines of [7]. In proving 
Theorem 4.2 we need a boundedness result due to Thurston. There is an appendix giving the 
proof of this result. 
In finding the appropriate definition of the tree for SO (n, 1) I was helped by initial 
conversations with Misha Gromov and Peter Shalen. Later both Robert Steinberg and 
Hyman Bass told me more or less what the answer had to be. They were instrumental in 
setting me on the right track. Peter Shalen helped me clarify the connection between our joint 
work [6] and [7] and the results in Sections l-3. In particular, Theorem 4.1 became clear for 
the first time during a conversation with him. John Millson pointed out two errors in an 
earlier version of this paper and kindly suggested corrections. It is a pleasure to thank all these 
people for their assistance. Finally, I owe Barry Mazur a debt of gratitude for the interest and 
enthusiasm he showed during an extremely helpful conversation. 
$1. HYPERBOLIC GEOMETRY ASD SO, (n, 1) 
Let 4 be the quadratic form in (n + l)-variables given by q (x,, . . . , x,) = x0x1 + (xi 
+ . . . +x.2)/2. The hypersurface in [W”+’ defined by 4 (x,, . . . , x,) = - 1 is a hyperboloid 
of two sheets. Its connected components are w”, where (x0 - xi) > 0 and w’!_ where (x0 - x,) 
< 0. The inner product associated with q, defined by _x. y = q (x + y) - q (x) - q (y), is 
(x0, . * . ,X,).cyO> . . . ,Y”) = XOYl +xIYo+xzY2+ . . . +x,y,. 
(Note that 4 (x) = (x*x)/2.) 
Restricting this to any tangent plane to W”+ II W’!_ gives a positive definite inner product; that 
is to say q induces a Riemannian metric on WY+ II w’!_ . This metric is complete and all its 
sectional curvatures are equal to - 1. Let SO, (n, 1) denote the sub-Lie group of SL,, 1 (W) 
which leaves q invariant. It is the full group of orientation-preserving isometries of 
W”, LI W’!_ . The connected component of the identity, SO I: (n, l), is a subgroup of index 2 
which is the full group of orientation-preserving isometries of iM’!+ , hyperbolic n-space (also 
denoted C-U”). 
Actually, SO, (n, 1) has additional structure. The quadratic form 4 is associated (in 
characteristics different from 2) with linear groups which we denote 0 (n, 1) and SO (n, 1). 
The group 0 (n, 1) consists of all A E GL,, 1 for which q (x.4) = q(x) for all x = (x0, . . . ,x,). 
The group SO (n, 1) is 0 (n, 1) n SL,, 1. These are reductive linear algebraic groups, and 
SO (n, 1) is the irreducible component of the identity of 0 (n, 1). The Lie group SO, (n, 1) is 
identified with the group of real points of the Q-linear group SO (n, 1). 
By an axis in w”, LI w’!_ we mean the intersection of W”, LI H”_ with a linear 2-plane in 
Iw “+I, provided that this intersection is non-empty. Such an axis is a union of a geodesic in W”+ 
and its negative in WY . The maximal R-split tori of the linear group SO, (n, 1) are l- 
dimensional and are in one-to-one correspondence with the axes. In fact, such a torus T 
c SO, (n, 1) is described as all the purely hyperbolic motions along the axis. (By this we mean 
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that if the axis is X A (H”, II WY) then T leaves X invariant and T acts trivially on the 
orthogonal complement X’.) If X is the (x,, x,)-plane then the matrices in T take the form 
A 0 
01-l 0 ! 1 l* . , AElK!*. 0 ‘1 
All parabolic subgroups in SO, (n, I) are conjugate. They are the subgroups of SO, (n, 1) 
which leave a line in the cone {xlq (x) = O> c R”+ 1 invariant. These groups are isomorphic to 
the full group of affine conformal isomorphisms of affine (n - l)-space. The intersection of a 
parabolic subgroup with the connected component of the identity in SO, (n, 1) is the full 
group fixing a point in the sphere at infinity to w”. It acts on the family of horospheres 
centered at this point by orientation preserving affine conformal isomorphisms. The standard 
parabolic subgroup of SO, (n, 1) is given by 
It is a standard fact that any discrete subgroup of P is virtually abelian (or elementary), see 
c141. 
Let r be a finitely generated group. The set of representations of I into SO, (n, 1) has the 
structure of the real points of an affine algebraic set defined over Q. We denote this algebraic 
set R (r, SO (n, 1)). The groups SO (n, 1) and 0 (n, 1) act algebraically on R (r, SO (n, 1)) by 
conjugation. Since these groups are reductive, there are quotient varieties which are 
themselves affine. (See [13], Theorem 2.4.9.) We denote these quotients by X (F, SO (n, 1)) 
and X’ (I-, SO (n, 1)) respectively. Clearly, X’ (F, SO (n, 1)) is the quotient of X (F, SO (n, 1)) 
by the action of 0 (n, l)/SO (n, 1). Hence, on the level of either real or complex points, the map 
X (F, SO (n, 1)) + X’ (F, SO (n, 1)) is proper and each fiber has cardinality I 2. We call 
X (F, SO (n, 1)) the variety of classes of representations of F into SO (n, 1). All these varieties 
as well as the quotient maps 
(r, SO (4 1)) I, x’ (r, so (n, I)) 
are defined over Q. The maps II* and (n’)* on coordinate rings identify Q [X (F, SO (n, I))] 
and Q [X’(r, SO (n, l))] respectively with the functions in Q [R (I-, SO (n, l))] which are 
constant along the SO (n, l)-orbits and the 0 (n, l)-orbits respectively, i.e. invariant under 
conjugation by these groups. There is a special class of functions in Q [X’ (I, SO (n, l))] (and 
0 fortiori in Q [X ( r, SO (n, l))] )-these are the traces: For any y E I, tr, E Q [R (r, SO (n, l))] 
denotes the function that assigns to any representation p the value trace (p (y)). Clearly, tr., is 
invariant under conjugation by 0 (n, 1) and hence can be thought as an element of 
Q LX’ (F, So (h, l))]. 
On the level of complex points R is onto. We are interested in real points; 
na: R, (r, SO (n, 1)) + X, (F, SO (n, 1)). Here it is not in general onto. It is easy to see that the 
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image of rra is a closed subset of X, (I-, SO(n, 1)) in the classical topology. Invoking the 
Tarski-Seidenberg Theorem [3], we see that this image is actually given by a finite set of 
polynomial equalities and inequalities: 
fi = . . =f,=o, f,+l 20 ,...) f,20 
with thefi in Q [X (r, SO (n, l))]. Let 2 be the image of nR. We call Z the space of classes of 
real representations of T in SO (n, 1). 
We need to understand the fibers rt; i (z), z E Z. In order to accomplish this we first study 
the orbits of the action of SO (n, 1) on R (r, SO (n, 1)). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let p and p’~ R, (r, SO(n, 1)) be given. The closure of SO, (n, 1)-p in 
R, (I, SO (n, 1)) contains p’ (i.e. p’ is in the closure of representations conjugate to p) if and only 
if there is a map of linear algebraic groups $: C* + SO, (n, 1) such that 
(i) Ic/ is defined ouer Iw, 
(ii) for all y E r, ,‘hz $ (t) p (7) II/ (t-l) exists, and equals p’ (y). 
This is a standard result on stability for reduction groups acting on affine varieties (See [l]). 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let pi R, (r, SO (n, 1)) be given. The orbit SO, (n, l).p is closed in 
R, (r, SO (n, 1)) unless p (r) is contained in a parabolic subgroup. Zf SO, (n, l).p is not closed, 
then all orbits in its closure are of the form SO, (n, l).p’ where p’:T + SO, (n, 1) is n 
representation whose image is contained in some parabolic subgroup containing p (I). 
Proof. Let $: C* + SO, (n, 1) be a non-trivial homomorphism of linear algebraic 
groups, Ic/ defined over R. Then there is a line 1 in the cone {xlq (x) = 0} c R”+l which 
is the asymptote !l_mr II/ (t).y for any YE w”. One sees easily that !~II tj (t)p(y)$ (t-l) 
exists in SO, (n, 1) if and only if p(y) leaves 1 invariant. Clearly, in this case 
p’ (y) = lim $ (t) p (7) II/ (t-l) also leaves 1 invariant. 
1- = 
It is also a real representation. By the above discussion, both p(T) and p’(T) leave 
invariant the line which is the asymptote at zero for $ (R*). Thus, p’ and p are contained in a 
common parabolic subgroup. n 
COROLLARY 1.3. Suppose rhat p:T + SO,‘(n, 1) is a representation whose image is 
contained in no parabolic subgroup of SO, (n, 1). Then the fiber n;’ (rr, (p)) consists of all 
representations into SO, (n, 1) conjugate by elements of SO, (n, 1) to p. Thefiber consists of 
finitely many SO i (n, 1)-orbits. 
Proof The fiber rr; ’ (xc (p)) c R, (T, SO (n, 1)) consists of all representations whose 
orbits have closures meeting the closure of the orbit of p. By Corollary 1.2, SO, (n, l).p is 
closed and not in the closure of any other orbit provided that p(r) is contained in no 
parabolic subgroup of SO, (n, 1). This proves the first statement. 
The second statement says that the intersection SO, (n, l).p n R, (r, SO (n, 1)) consists 
of finitely many SOi (n, 1)-orbits, or equivalently of finitely many SO, (n, l)-orbits. Of 
course, SO, (n, l).p is a subvariety defined over R. It is isomorphic, over R, to SO, (n, 1)/H, 
where H, is the isotropy group of p which is also defined over l%. (The subgroup commuting 
with p (r).) Thus, we prove the result by showing that for any real linear algebraic group G 
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and real subgroup H, we have GR\(GC/H& is a finite set. Define S = {SE H,ls = s-l]. It is 
a real algebraic subvariety of H,. There is a real algebraic action of H, on S defined by 
(s, h) + h- ’ s k. We prove the result by showing two things: First, S/H, is the set of real points 
of a real algebraic variety of dimension 0. Second, there is a one-to-one function 
GR\(GC/H& c;S/H,. (Of course, S/H, = H’ (Z/2& He), and these results are standard 
facts in Galois cohomology, see [l 11.) 
Let us deal with the second point first. We define a map (Cc/H,), -+ S/H, as follows: 
For any a E (CC/H,),, lift u tog. E Cc. The product g. - ’ cj. is in H,, and in fact, is in S. We call 
it s(g.). Clearly, for any h E H,, s(g,h) = h-’ s(g,)h. Hence [s(g,)] E S/H, is a function of 
no (Gc/Hc)R. This defines a map (CC/H& + SIHc. It is easy to check that the orbits of the 
CR-action on (Gc/Hc)u are exactly the fibers of this map. 
Now we show that S/H, is the set of real points of a O-dimensional real algebraic variety. 
To show this it suffices to show that for each s E S, the tangent cone of S at s inside TH, is 
equal to the image of the differential at the identity of the map Hc + H, given by h + h-r s h: 
We identify (TH,), with the lie algebra R, of H, by right multiplication by s-l. Thus, TS, 
becomes a subspace of A,. It is easily seen to be (7 E &-I- ua’ (s) (f) = T}, i.e. TS, is the fixed 
subspace of the involution r -+ I (T) = - ad(s) (7) on Rc , Under the same identification of 
(TH,), with Rc, the differential of h + h-’ SK at h = s becomes the differential of 
h + h-i s KS-’ at h = 1. Clearly, the latter differential kc + A, is given by r + -T 
+ad(s) (7) = - (5 + I (T)). Clearly, the image of this map is the fixed subspace of the 
involution 1. 
This completes the proof of Corollary 1.3. n 
COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose that T is not an elementary group (i.e., r does not contain an 
abelian subgroup offinite index). Let p : r --) SO i (n, 1) be a discrete and faithful representation. 
Then n;’ (xR (P)) consists of those representations conjugate to p by elements of SO, (n, 1). 
This fiber consists of finitely many SO i (n, 1)-orbits. 
Proof. Clearly p (lJ is a discrete subgroup of SO, (n, 1) which is not elementary. As is well- 
known, such a group cannot be contained in a parabolic subgroup of SO, (n, 1). I 
This completes the general discussion on the algebro-geometric side. Of course what is 
directly of interest in the study of hyperbolic structures is SO,‘(n, l)-conjugacy classes (or 
orbits) of discrete and faithful representations. Let T be a finitely generated group. Define 
fia (T) to be the subspace of R, (IF, SO n, 1) (with its classical topology) of all discrete and 
faithful representations into SO: (n, 1). It is invariant under the action of SO; (n, 1) by 
conjugation. Let Di (l?) be the quotient space. There is a natural continuous map 
qr: D: u-) + x, (r, so (n, 1)). 
THEOREM 1.5. Let r be a finitely generated non-elementary group. The map qr: D;1 (I’) 
4 X, (r, SO (n, 1)) is a finite-to-one, proper map. 
Proof. According to Corollary 1.4 (Pi is finite-to-one. To show that (Pi is proper it suffices 
to show that any sequence XiEDi (T’) with the property that (Pi (Xi) converges to 
x EX~ (r, SO (n, 1)) has a convergent subsequence in D; (I-). 
The result is essentially contained in [14]. There it is proved that if I- is not elementary and 
if pi : r -+ SO G (n, 1) is a sequence of discrete and faithful representations which converge to 
p: T -+ SO,‘(n, 1) then p is also discrete and faithful. Here we must work with the quotient 
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X, (I, SO (n, 1)) instead of with the representation variety. This presents no serious 
difficulties. 
Let pi : r --* SO i (n, 1) be given and suppose that [pi] + x in X, (I, SO (n, 1)). We shall 
conjugate the pi until a subsequence converges to a representation. 
In order to do this we need the following two facts which are simple exercises using 
hyperbolic geometry: 
(1.6a): For any K 2 0 and any x E M”, the set of g E SO: (n, 1) for which d (gx, x) I K is 
compact. (Here d ( , ) denotes the hyperbolic distance in W”.) 
(1.6b): Given C 2 0, there is a constant K (C) 2 0 such that for any pair of elements g1 and g2 
in SO,‘(n, 1) with the property that tr gi 5 C, tr g2 I C, and tr gig2 I C there is a point 
x E I-U” such that d (g, x, x) I K (C)and d (g2x, x) I K (C). (Here tr g is the trace of the matrix 
9.) 
Let y E r be given. Since nR (pi) converges to a point x E X, (I, SO (n, 1)) and since tr, is a 
regular function in X, (I, SO (n, 1)) we see that 
(1.7) lim tr pi (y) = tr, (X). 
i-m 
Actually what is important is that for each y E r the numbers (tr pi (y)} z I are bounded. 
Since I is not elementary, it contains a free group on 2-generators, ay (yi, y2) c r. By 
(1.7) and (1.6b) there is a constant K, independent of i, and a sequence of points xi E W” such 
that for all i 
d (Pi (Y I) (XJv Xi) s K and d (Pi (~2) (Xi), Xi) I K. 
Conjugate the pi until the xi’s are all the same point. By (1.6a), after replacing the conjugated 
sequence by a subsequence, we can assume that the sequences {pi (yi)) g 1 and {pi (y2)} s 1 
both converge in SO i (n, 1). There is then a limiting representation pm: (yi, y2 ) + SO i (n, 1). 
By [14], pm is discrete and faithful. Since (yi, y2 ) is free, there are elements y’, and y; in 
( yl, y2 ) whose images pm (y;) = A and pm (y;) = Bare loxodromic elements with axes a and 
/I with no endpoints in common. For any loxodromic transformation A E SO i (n, l), there is a 
constant L depending on A and K such that the set {x E Wjd (Ax, x) 5 K} is contained in the 
L-neighborhood of the axis for A. We can choose L to be a continuous function of K and the 
translation length of A along its axis. Such an L-neighborhood of the axis of A has closure in 
the compactification D” of W” which meets the sphere at infinity in exactly 2 points-the 
endpoints of the axis of A. Thus, if A and B have no endpoints in common, then for any Land 
L’, the L-neighborhood of A and the L-neighborhood for M meet in a compact subset of W”. 
Since pi (Y;) converges to A and pi (Y;) converges to B as i goes to infinity, it follows that there 
are closed subsets R, and S, in W” such that: 
(a) If dR, and dS, denote the closures of R, and S, intersected with the sphere at infinity, 
the JR, n as, = 0 
(b) For all i sufficiently large {x E Wld (pi (y;) (x), x) I K} c R,. 
(c) For all i sufficiently large {x E Wld (pi (y;) (x), x) 5 K} c S,. 
According to (1.7) and (1.6b) for any y E I there is a constant K, 2 0 such that for every i 
there are points xi and yi in W” with 
d (Pi (Y) xi> xi) 5 KY, d (Pi (Y; ) (Xi), Xi) s KY, 
d (Pi (Y)Yi, Yi) 5 KY and d (Pi (Y ;) cVi)v Yi) 5 Ky. 
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Clearly, Xi E R, and yi E S,,. For any point ti on the geodesic are joining xi to yi, we have 
d (pi (‘J) (ri), ti) 4 K.,. Since dR, n dS, = 0, the arcs joining the xi to the yi all meet a fixed 
compact subset of !-I”. Thus, wecan choose ail the ti in this compact set. Hence by choosing a 
subsequence of the pi we can assume that pi(y) converges. Repeating this argument 
sequentially for a finite set of generators of r allows us to extract a subsequence of the pi 
which converges to a representation p ?o: I- + SO,C (n, 1). By Wielenberg’s result [14] pa, is 
discrete and faithful. n 
$2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE TREE 
Throughout this section we adopt the following notation: K is a field with valuation u 
having value group A+ valuation ring G,, maximal ideal mvr and residue field k; the residue field 
is formally real in the sense that - 1 is not a sum of squares ink (and consequently k and K are 
characteristic 0); q denotes the quadratic form q (x0, . . . , x,) = x0 x1 + (x: + . . . +x:)/2. 
Its associated inner product is x’y = xoy, + x, y, + x2y2 + . . + x,y,. It is a non-singular, 
symmetric pairing. We let G = SO (n, 1) be the linear Q-algebraic subgroup of SL,,, of 
matrices which preserve 4 (or equivalently the inner product). Then G is a connected, simple 
algebraic group. For any field F of characteristic 0, we have qr: F”+l -+ F and the inner 
product F”+’ OF F”+l + F. The F-rational points of G, G,, form the subgroup of SL,, I (F) 
of isometries of qF. When there is no possible confusion we drop the subscript from qr and 
denote it simply by 4. 
Let us begin our study by recalling a simple lemma (see [4], Lemma 1.3, p. 57). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F be a formally real field and let X c F”’ ’ be an F-subspace which is 
totally isotropic under qF (i.e. qF (X) = 0). Then dim, X I 1. n 
A lattice in K”+ ’ ‘- 15 a finitely generated 8,-submodule L c K”+’ which spans K, i.e. with 
LQ K = K”+‘. Any such L is, as an G,-module, free of rank n + 1. For any lattice 
L c kn+l there is the dual lattice L* = {x E K”+l 1x.L c O,}. The inner product induces a 
pairing L Or L* -, C, which is perfect in the sense that its adjoints are isomorphisms. 
Clearly, (L*)*‘= L. A lattice L is integral if L c L*, i.e. if L. L c CU. A lattice L is unimodular if 
both it and its dual are integral, i.e. if L = L*. 
Suppose that L is an integral lattice. We define a bi-linear pairing: 
(2.2) (L*iL) Occ (L*IL) -+ K/6, 
by defining (x + L).(y + L) = x.y (modulo @‘,) for all x and y in L*. One sees easily that this 
pairing is well-defined, symmetricand perfect in the sense that its adjoints are isomorphisms. 
If L is unimodular, then on L/m, L there is an induced inner product (non-singular) with 
values in k. The next lemma shows, among other things, that this induced inner product is 
always equivalent to qL on k”+ ‘. Results (2.3)-(2.6) and their proofs are analogues for 
arbitrary valuations by standard results for discrete, rank-l valuations, cf. [8], 82.21a and 
91.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let L c K”” be a unimodular lattice. Then there is an (5,-basis 
(eo, el, . . . , e,) for L such that 
eo.eo = e,.e, - 0, eo’e, = 1, and ei.ej = dij 
forOIiInand2Ij<n. 
Proof. There is a vector XE K”+’ - (0) with q (x) = 0. There is an element CLE K* such 
that CLXE L and ax $m,L. Let e = rx. Clearly, q (e) = 0. Since e$m,L, there is an element 
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f~ L* = L such that e.f = 1. Let a = q (f), and replacef byf- ae. This new element, which 
we continue to callf, satisfies e.f = 1 and q cf) = 0. If n = 1, then setting e, = e and e, =f 
proves the lemma: Let us suppose n 2 2. Set e, = e +fi2. Then q (e,) = 4, and the induced 
inner product on the [,-module (e,) spanned by e, is non-singular over F,. Let K, be the 
orthogonal complement to e, in K”“. Set L, = L n K,,. According to [4, p. 51, L 
= (e,) @L,, and the inner product restricted to Lo is unimodular. By the Witt cancellation 
lemma [4, p. 81 and since n 2 2, the quadratic form qlK, is isomorphic to the form x,, xi 
+(xi+ . . . + xi_ ,)/2 on K”. Thus, by induction we can find a basis (e,,, e,, . . . , e,_ i) for 
L, as required. The set (eo, e,, . . . , e,_ 1, e,) is the required basis for L. H 
We call any basis for L satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 2.3 a standard basis. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Zf L c K”+’ is a unimodular lattice, then the induced quadratic form 
i: L./m, L --t K is isomorphic to qk on k”“. w 
Let L and L’ be unimodular lattices. Set M, = L + L’. Clearly, it is an 0Jattice. Its 
dual lattice, L, = M f is L n L’ which is contained in M,. Hence, L, is an integral lattice. 
We have a decomposition Ml/L, = L/L, @L’/L,. Under the non-singular pairing 
II/: Ml/L, @ M,fL, + Kf 0, of (2.2) both L/L, and L’JL, are totally isotropic. Hence, they 
must be dually paired by II/. Since L/L, is a finitely presented 0iv-module, there is a 
decomposition L/L, = (S,/a, 6,) 0. . . @ (CJa, 0,) with u (ai) > 0 for 1 I i I t. Let 
1 . . . 
1;: . . 
,/,E L be elements which generate this decomposition. Dually there are elements 
. ,I; E L’ such that Ii.lj = 6ij a;’ (mod 0,). These elements generate a decomposition of 
C/L, as (cV/al 0,) 0. . . @ ( Ov/rr 6,). Actually, things are much simpler: 
LEMMA 2.5. L/L, is a cyclic O,-module. 
Proof. The elements I,, . . . ,lt, a,/;, . . . ,a,/; are all contained in L. Let I denote the 
(2t x 2t)-matrix of intersections of the elements [Ii], . . . , [/,I, [a\;], . . . , [a[J in L/m,L. It is 
of the form 
* Id 
( ) Id 0 
Thus, these elements span a k-subspace of L/m, L of dimension 2t and [a/;], . . . , [a/;] span 
an isotropic subspace of dimension t. Since the quadratic form on LIm,L is isomorphic to qk, 
and by assumption k is formally real, Lemma 2.1 tells us that t I 1. Hence L/L1 is cyclic. 
n 
PROPOSITION 2.6. IfL and L’ are unimodular lattices in K”‘l, then there is a standard basis 
(e,, el, . . , e,) for L and a E 0, such that (ae,, a- ’ el, e2, . . . , e,) is a standard basis for L’. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.5, L/(L n L’) is cyclic. If it is trivial, then L = L’ and Proposition 2.6 
is immediate given Lemma 2.3. We assume that L/(L n L’) z O,/a0, with u(a) > 0. We 
choose 1 EL and I’ EL’ such that 1.l’ = a-’ (mod 0,). Then 1 generates L/L n L’ and I 
generates L’/L n L’. The matrix of intersection for 1 and al’ is of the form 
( 
a 1 + ac 
l+ac a*b 1 
for a,b,ce 8,. Since u (a) >O, this matrix is invertible over 0,. Thus, the inner product 
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restricted to (I, xl’ ) is non-singular over cV. Let K, c K”+ ’ be the K-subspace orthogonal to 
1 and I’. Let L, = L n K,,, and Lb = L’ n K,,. Since the inner products on (1, al’) c L and 
(~1, 1') c L’ are non-singular over e,, L decomposes as (1, al’ ) @Lo and L’ decomposes as 
(al,P)@Lb. Thus, L/(L n L’) = (C’,/aP,)(l)@L,/(L 0 n L’). Since L/( L n L’) is cyclic and 
generated by 1, it follows that L, n Lb = Lo, or that Lo c Lb. Symmetrically, one sees that 
Lb c L,,. Hence, L, = Lb, L = (1, al’) @Lo and L’ = (al, I’) @L,. 
Now let us consider the quadratic form induced on Lo/m, Lo. Since 4 (al’) E 0 (m,), we 
see that the induced form on (1, al’) is isomorphic to x0x1 on k’. By the Witt Cancel- 
lation Lemma and Corollary 2.4, we see that the quadratic form on L,/m, L,, is isomorphic 
to(xi+ . . . + xi)/2 on k”- ‘. As a consequence if 1, E L, and q (1,) em,, then [lo] = 0 in 
L,/m, Lo, i.e. 1, E m, Lo. 
CLAIM. It is possible to choose 1 EL and [‘EL’ satisfying the above so that in addition 
1.1 = 0 = [‘.[’ and 1.r = a-l. 
Proof. In L there are vectors e, and e, with e,,.e, = 0 = e,.e, and eo’e, = 1. Writing 
these out in terms of the above decomposition of L we have 
e. = vol + p. (al’) +x0, 
and 
e, = v,l+p, (rl’)+x, 
where x0, x1 E Lo. Consequently, 
0= v~a+~~a2b+2v0~,(1+ac)+x0~x0, 
0 = vfa+pLa2b+2vIpl (1 +ac)+x,.x,, 
1 = vov,a+~o~Ia2b+(vo~, +vl~O)(l+ac)+xo~xl. 
From the first equation we see that if u (vo) > 0, then v (x0.x0) > 0. Hence x0 = 0 (mod m;L). 
This implies that u (x0.x1) > 0. From the third equation it follows that u (vi) = 0. This proves 
that either v. or v1 is a unit in 0,. 
Let us suppose that v. is a unit in C,. Set i. = I+ (po/vo) (al’) + xo/vo. Clearly 1 EL and 
I = 1 (mod L n L’). Furthermore, II.1 = 0. Replacing 1 by 1. allows us to assume that l-1 = 0. 
Modifying I’ by a unit in 0, allows us to make 1.l’ = a-l. Suppose that 4 (I’) = b E 0,. Let A’ 
= I’ - abl. Clearly, 2 E L’ and %’ E I’ (mod L’ n L). Furthermore X * i.’ = 0 and 1. ,l’ = a- ‘. 
Replacing I’ by ,l’ completes the proof of the claim. 
Recall that L = (1, al’) @Lo. We have just seen that the form on (1, al’) is equivalent 
to the form x.y ouer the ring 6,. Applying Witt cancellation to forms over 0” and using 
Lemma 2.3, we see that the induced @,-valued quadratic form on Lo is isomorphic to the 
form(x:+ . . . + xi)/2 on (CJ”- ‘. Consequently, there is a basis (e,, . . . , e,) for Lo with 
ei’ej = 6ij for 2 5 i,j I n. Setting e. = 1 and et = a/‘, we have that (e,, . . . , e,) is a standard 
basis for L and that (aeo, a-l et, e2, . . . , e,) is a standard basis for L’. This completes the 
proof of the proposition. n 
Definition of the Tree. With this technical work on lattices out of the way we are ready to 
define the tree associated to SO, (n, 1) and u: K* -+ A. Here, we are motivated by Serre’s 
description of the tree in the SL,-case [12] and generalization in [6] to the case when the 
valuation u is not discrete, rank-l. Let T be the set of unimodular @,-lattices in K”+I. Define 
d: T x T -+ A r O by d (L, L’) = u(a) where L/( L n L’) z flV:/aO”. Clearly d is symmetric and 
d (L, L’) = 0 if and only if L = L’. To show that d (L, L’) + d (L’, L”) 2 d (L, L”) we note that 
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we have 
and 
0 + (L n L’)/(L n L’ A L”) + L/(L n L’ n L”) + L/(L n L’) -+ 0 
(L n L’)/(L n L’ n L”) c L’/(L’ n L”), 
L/(L n L’ n C) -+ L/(L n L”) + 0. 
From these facts the triangle inequality is immediate. We have equality exactly when L n L” 
c L’ and L’ c L + L”. Since these two inclusions are dual to one another either is necessary 
and sufficient for equality. 
In the language of [6], we have established that (T, d) is a A-metric space. According to the 
definition in [6], we must show the following to prove that (r, d) is a A-tree: 
(i) Any points L and L’ in Tare endpoints of a A-segment in T. 
(ii) If I and J are A-segments with an endpoint in common then I n J is a A-segment. 
(iii) If I and J are A segments with I n J an endpoint of both I and J, then I n J is a 
A-segment. 
(Recall that a A-segment in T is a subspace of T isometric with { 1 E Ala I 1 I b) for some a 
and b in A.) 
Proof of(i). Let L and L’ in T be given. Choose a standard basis (e,, . . . , e,) for L such 
that (aeO, a-l e,, . . . ,e,) is a basis for L’ for some a with u (a) 2 0. The set of unimodular 
lattices spanned by (Be,,, /I-’ e,, . . . , e,) with 0 I u (B) I u (a) is a A-segment with endpoints 
L and L’. Notice that if L” is in this segment then L n L’ c L”. Conversely, it is easy to see 
that L” is in this segment if L n L’ c L”. (Idea: Suppose L n L’ c L”. Choose a basis 
(e,, el, . . . , e,) for L as in 2.6. Let LO = (e,, . . .,e,). Then L,c L” and L”= L,,@M 
for some unimodular M containing (ae,, ei ). Any such M satisfies (ae,,, e, ) c M 
c (e,, a-l e,) and is of the form (/IO, /I-’ e, ) for some /I with 0 I u (/I) 5 U(I).) 
Proof of (ii). Let I and J be A-segments in T with endpoints {L, L’} and (L, L”j 
respectively. Let (e,, . . . , e,) and ( fo, . . . ,fJ be standard bases for L which determine I and 
J as in (i). Let the B,-matrix which expresses thefi’s in terms of the ei’s be 
Let u (X) be the minimum of the u (xi) as xi ranges over the entries of X. Likewise for u (IV). 
We claim that I nJ is the collection of lattices { (ae,, a-l e,, . . . ,e,)lO 5 u(a) 
5 mm @(L, L’), d(f,, L"), U(X), v(W), u(t)/2)). Clearly this set of lattices forms a A- 
segment in T. 
Thus, to complete the proof of (ii), we need only establish this claim. It is immediate from 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let (e,,, . . . , e,) end (fO, . . . ,fn) be standard bases for L. Let 
be the matrix where columns are the coeflcients of the fis in terms of the ei’s. Consider the 
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lattices L, = (ae,,a-l e,, e2,. . . ,e,) and L, = (afO,a-’ fi,fi, . . . ,f.) for some z with 
v(a) 2 0. These lattices are equal if and only if v(a) I min (v(X), v(W), v(t)/2). 
Proof: Wehavea-if, =a-2t(aeo)+s(a-‘el)+~:=2~-1~iei.Thus,a-1fi~L1ifand 
only if u(a) < min (v(W), v(t)/2). Also, for 2 I i 5 n, we haveA = (a-’ Xi) (zeo) + ayi (a- ’ ei) 
+EyZ2Aiiei. Hence, 1 E L1 if and only if v(a) I V(xi). Putting these facts together we 
see that L2 c L, if and only if v(a) I min (v(X), v(l+), v(t)/2). Clearly, since L1 
and L2 are unimodular, L2 c L1 if and only if L, = L,. n 
Proof of (iii). Suppose that I and J are A-segments in T, that I n J = { Lj, and that L is an 
endpoint of both I and J. Let L, and L, be the other endpoints. We shall show that L, n L, 
c L. Having done this, the A-segment H constructed in (i) from L, to L, passes through L. 
Since H n I and H n J are sub-segments of I and J containing both end points, it follows that 
H n I = I and H n J = J. Clearly then H = I u J. It remains only to show that L, n L, c L. 
Let (e,, . . . , e,) and ( fO, . . . , f.) be standard bases for L which determine the intervals I 
and J. We must show that if L’ = (ae,, a-l e,, . . . ,en) and if L” = (/?fO, j?-‘fi, . . . ,f,) 
for some elements a, /l in fivr then L’ n L” c L. The fact that I n J = {L> means that if the 
matrix giving thefi’s in terms of the els is 
1 1 n-l 
then min (u(X), v( W), v(u)/2) = 0. We consider the case v (W) = 0 first. Suppose 1 = Y (/?fO) 
+p(fl-‘fi)+Z~=2 &AEL’ where v, cc, Gil B,. Let A be the vector (A,, . . , ,A.). Then v/K?! 
+ ,@- ’ W+ A ‘i. is a vector in (c‘,)“- i. It follows that u (&l- ’ ) 2 0. Clearly, then 1 E L. This 
proves that L’ n L” c L in this case. 
Now suppose that v(u) = 0 and that the element 1 above is contained in L’. Then 
pv/3+ tpj?-’ +X.‘IEaD,. 
Since v(X. ‘i,) 2 0 and v(pvg) > 0, it follows that v(tpj?-‘) 2 0 or that v(p) 2 v(p). 
Consequently, 1 EL. This proves that in this case also L’ n L” c L. 
Finally suppose that v (X) = 0. Reversing the roles of L’ and L” we find ourselves in the 
first case. Hence, here too we have L’ n L” c L. This completes the proof of (iii). 
This completes the proof that (T, d) is a A-tree. If A z B, then T can be viewed as the 
vertices of a simplicial tree i? We form F by joining by edges all pairs of points in T which are 
distance 1 apart. This simplicial tree is the Bruhat-Tits building [2] associated to G, and 
v: K* + Z. 
There is a natural action of G, on the unimodular lattices in K”+i and hence a natural 
action of G, on T. It is transitive. Clearly, G, acts by isometries. The stabilizer of the standard 
lattice is SL “+ 1 (0,) n G, = G, . The stabilizers of other lattices are the conjugates of G, by 
elements of G,. If L and L’ are’points of T and if d (L, L’) = 6 > 0, then the subgroup ;hat 
stabilizes the A-segment from L to L’ has a subgroup of index 2 which stabilizes both L and 
L’. This latter group is conjugate in G, to the group of matrices 
1 (f k f)EGo 1 min(v(X),v(lV),v(t)/2)*6 1. 
Lastly, let us consider the translation distances of elements g E SO, (n, 1). According to 
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[6, II. 2.33 either g fixes a point in T, g is a phantom inversion (i.e. g flips an interval which has 
no midpoint), or g has an axis on which it acts by translation. We define r, to be 0 in the first 
two cases and r’g to be the translation length ofg along its axis in the last case. It is our purpose 
here to calculate r,,. 
LEMMA 2.8. For any g E SO, (n, l), sg = max (0, - u (tr (9))). 
Proof. First suppose that g has a fixed point {L) E T. The matrix for g in terms of an 
c,-basis for L is in SO, (n, 1) and hence u (tr (9)) 2 0. Thus, max (0, - u (tr 9)) is equal to 0 in 
” 
this case. 
Now suppose that L is a unimodular lattice and gL + L. Choose a standard basis 
(ee, cl, . . . ,e,) for L such that (ze,, a-i e,, . . . , e,) with u (2) > 0 is a basis for gL. In the 
basis (e,, . . . , e,), g is written as a product 
(A ai’ t)( i t t). 
where the second matrix, M, is in SO, (n, 1). Hence, tr (9) = rp + r- ’ s + tr (A). The matrix 
-i in this basis is 
Y 
for g 
Thus, a standard basis ( fo, . . . ,fn) for L with the property that (a& a- ’ fi, . . . ,f.) is a basis 
for 9-l L, expressed in terms of the e,‘s, is given by the following matrix in SO, (n, 1): 
c 
CLAIM. If u (s) > 0, then u (s) = 2u (W) = 2u (Y ). 
Proof of Claim. Suppose u (s) > 0. Since 2sr +Y. Y = 0, it follows that u (Y .Y) = u (s) 
+ v (r). Since the inner product on Y is (y2, . . . , yn),(y2, . . . , y.) = It;= 2 yf , we see that u (Y) 
= u (Y . Y )/2. Thus, u (Y) > 0 also. But then r must be a unit in 6, and we have 2u (Y) 
= u(Y.Y) = u (s) + u (r) = u (s). The proof that u (s) = 2u ( W) is similar. This completes the 
proof of the claim. 
Now suppose that g has an axis in Tand that {L} is a point on this axis. The interval from 
(L} to {gLj meetstheintervalfrom {L} to {g-i L} only in { Lj. By Lemma 2.7 this means that 
min (u (s),:2, u (’ W ), u (‘Y)) = 0. It follows from the above claim that u(s) = 0. Since tr (9) = ap 
+a-’ s + tr A, we see immediately that u (tr g) = u (a- ‘) = - u (TV) in this case. 
Lastly, suppose that g inverts the interval between {L} and {gL}. Then 9-l L = gL. By 
Lemma 2.7 
min (u (s)/2, u (’ W), u (‘Y )) 2 u (2) > 0. 
It follows immediately that u (s) 2 2u (a). Hence 
u (tr g) = u (ap + a- ’ s + tr A) 2 0. 
This proves that u (tr g) 2 0 when g inverts a segment in T. Thus, max (0, - u (tr g)) = 0 in this 
case. n 
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93. CO.MPAffIFICATION OF THE SPACE OF CLASSES OF REAL REPRESESTATIOSS 
INTO SO(n, 1) 
Let I- be a fixed finitely generated, non-elementary group. In this section we adapt the 
machinery of [6] to study compactifications of the spaces Z c X,(T, SO(n, l)), of classes of 
real representations, and D:(r), of conjugacy classes of discrete and faithful representations. 
We show that the ideal points B(Z) and B( D;(r)) of the compactifications Z of Z and &(I-) 
of D;(T) are identified with certain actions of r on real trees. Lastly, we prove a result which 
says that the actions corresponding to points of B(D”,(T)) have the property that the 
subgroup stabilizing any non-degenerate segment is virtually abelian. 
The correct formulation of the following lemma was pointed out to us by John Millson 
after an incorrect form appeared in an earlier version of this paper. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let I- be afinitely generated group. For each YE r thefunction tr, is an element 
of Q[X’(T, SO(n, l))]. These functions generate the coordinate ring of X’(T, SO(n, 1)). 
Proof. We view R(IY, SO(n, 1)) as sitting inside a product of r copies of SO(n, 1) and hence 
inside r copies of (n + 1) x (n + 1)-matrices. (One copy for each generator of I-.) Since O(n, 1) is 
reductive, the invariants of the O(n, 1)-action on Q[R(I’, SO(n, l))] are the images of 
invariants of the O(n, 1)-action on r copies of (n + 1) x (n + 1)-matrices. By Theorem 7.1 of [9] 
these invariants are generated by the traces of products of the matrices and their transposes 
with respect to the inner product associated to O(n, 1). (Actually, this result is only proved in 
[9] for the form Cy= ,,xf. Thus, it applies directly only to the complex form of O(n, 1). But the 
rational version of the theory is an immediate consequence of the complex version.) Of 
course, in O(n, 1) the transpose of a matrix with respect to the associated inner product is its 
inverse. Hence, traces of products of the generators and their inverses generate the O(n, l)- 
invariants in Q[R(T, SO(n, l))]. n 
Let u : K * --+ A -+ 0 be a valuation of finite rank. If a and b are elements of A 2 O, not both 
zero, we can define the ratio a/b E [0, CC] or equivalently [a, b] E P( W2), see [6, I. 1.43. More 
generally, if (a,) ‘/E v is an indexed family of elements of K* such that u(a,) < 0 for at least one 
YE V, then we define the point [max(O, - v(a.,)),,,] E P(g) where, as in [6, $1.31, P(U) is the 
projective space n [0, %) - {0)/F!‘, cf. [6, p. 251. 
Now we set VLqual to the set of conjugacy classes in I. We define 8’ : Xk(r, SO(n, 1)) 
-, P(%T) by 0’(x) = [log(itr,(x)l +2)]. Since {trY)7E’B generates the coordinate ring Q[X’(r, 
SO(n, I))] according to [6, $11 the image of 8’ has compact closure. This allows us to define a 
compactification X’(r) by adjoining a set of ideal points B’(T) to X;(r, SO(n, 1)). The space 
B’(T) is identified with the compact subspace of P(w) consisting of all limits of sequences 
I where Xi goes to infinity in X’,(T, SO(n, 1)). 
This construction leads to other compactifications. Suppose rp : W X’,(T, 
shall apply to two maps: Z c X,(T, SO(n, 1)) 
and D”,(T) ZZ 1)) L Xk(r, SO(n, We know 1)) 
+ X’,(T, SO(n, 1)) a proper is a closed subset of the map 
to Z also proper. to Theorem p,- proper. Thus, so is p 0 q+. Thus, 
we have compactifications Z for and D;(T) for D;(T). We label the set ideal points of 
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these compactifications B(Z)and B(D”,(I^)) respectively. Clearly, we have B(DL(T)) c B(Z) 
c P(W). 
THEOREM 3.2. For any b E B(Z) c P(U), there is an irreducible subvariety R, c R (r, 
SO(n, l)), defined, ouer Q, and a valuation of u on Q(R,) with formally real residuejield such that 
o(tr, 1 R,) c 0 for some y E r and such that 
[max(O, - a(tr., I R,))] = b in P(g). 
Proof Srep 1: Let Zj E Z be a sequence converging to b E B(Z). Consider all irreducible 
Q-subvarieties R0 c R(T, SO(n, 1)) with the property that infinitely many of the Zj lift to 
points in (RO)R. Since every Zj lifts to R,(T, SO(n, 1)) at least one of the irreducible 
components of R(r, SO(n, 1)) has this property. Among all the R,, with this property choose 
one of minimal dimension and replace (zj) by a subsequence such that each term lifts to 
(RO)g; SKY we have Uj E (RO)R with ‘La(Uj) = zj. Since no proper Q-subvariety of R, contains 
infinitely many of the aj inside its set of real points, we see that all but finitely many of the aj 
are smooth points of (RJR. Choosing a further subsequence allows us to assume that all the 
ai are smooth points of (RO)R. Thus, they can be approximated by smooth points of (R& 
which are Q-generic. 
Step II: There are Q-generic points aJ E ( RO)R and natural numbers N(a) associared with 
each a E Q (R,) such that for all a E Q (R,) and all j 2 N(a), a(aj) is well-defined andJinire and 
Ia - a( I l/j. 
Proof. Order the elements of Q( R,): a1, aI, . . . . The subvariety where a, is infinite or not 
well-defined is a proper Q-subvariety P, of RO. Thus, only finitely many of the Uj are contained 
in the set of its real points. Set m(1) = max( j \ aje (P,),). Let N(a,) = max(1, m(1) + 1). 
For each j choose a Q-generic point a> of (R,), sufficiently close to aj such that for the 
finite set of 1 with N(a,) I j we have la,(aj)-al(a;)[ I; l/j. 
Step Ill: By replacing the aj be a subsequence, we can assume that in addition for all 
aeQ(R,) 
lim a(a;) exists in Iw u{ f ~0). 
j- m 
Prooj. This is immediate from the fact that Q(R,) is countable. 
Now we are ready to define the valuation u on Q(Re). Proceeding as in [6, $I] we 
define the valuation ring c, to be {a EQ (R,) 1 lim a(aj)E Iw}. Its maximal ideal m, is 
j- 50 
{a E Q( R,) / lim a(a;) = O}. By Step II we can define the ring and ideal by using the aj instead 
j- 0 
of the aj. Thus, for each a, x(aj) is defined for all j sufficiently large. Furthermore. 
(3.3) 0,~ {aEQ(R,,)I;% a(aj)EIWJ and 
m, = {a EQ(R,) 1 lim a(aj) = 0). 
j-m 
The ring 0, has the property that for any x EQ(R,)* either x E 0, or x-r E G,. Hence, by [15, 
p. 353 there is a unique valuation u on Q( R,) whose valuation ring is 0,. For a, fi E Q (R,) with 
n(a) I 0 and u(p) < 0 we define u(a)/@) E [0, co] to be the ratio. According to [6, $1.21 for the 
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valuation constructed above, we have 
lim log I e;, I u(a) 
j-2 loglB(Q;)l =0(B) 
provided that u(a) I 0 and ~$3) < 0. Of course, we can replace the points a; by Uj. Thus we 
also have 
(3.4) 
lim log I z(aj) I 
= ti when o(r) IO and u(b) < 0. 
j-z l"glB(aj)l 4B) 
Now we apply (3.3) and (3.4) to prove that [max(O, - u(tr, I R,))] = b. By definition b is 
given by lim [log( I tr,(aj) I + 2)]. Since the sequence 
j - 72 
‘j = 7cR(Uj) goes Off t0 infinity in (X0),, 
there is y. E I for which lim log / tryo(aj)l = + co. Using (3.4) and arguing as in [6, $1.31, we 
j- Z 
see that as points of P(U) 
lim [log( 1 tr,(Uj) I + 2)] = [max(O, - u(tr, I It,)]. 
j-m 
Lastly, we must show that the residue field of v is formally real. In any projective model M 
of Q (R,) there is a subvariety WV, M called the valuation subvariety of u. The residue field of u 
is the union of the function fields Q( IV,,,) as A4 ranges over all the projective models of 
Q(R,). (For more details, see [6, @I].) It suffices to show for each model M, that Q( IV,,,,) is 
formally real. Since the sequence a; is contained in (R,), and consists of Q-generic points, it 
lifts to a sequence 61 in Ma. According to [6, 91.2.21, there is a subsequence of Ci which 
converges to a point of ( WV,M)R which is Q-generic. Since ( W,, H)R contains a Q-generic point, 
it is formally real. (Proof: Let p E ( W,,,,), be a Q-generic point. For anyf,, . . . ,1; E Q( WC.,“) 
each J is well-defined, finite and real at p. Hence, Eff(p) 2 0 and Cff # - 1.) n 
Recall from [6, $11.23 that if y : T -+ T is an isometry of a A-tree T, then either (a) 7 has a 
fixed point, (b) y is a phantom inuersion in the sense that there is a segment I c T, without 
midpoint, which y flips, or (c) y has an axis, i.e. there is a segment (necessarily infinite) 
invariant by 7 and on which 7 acts by non-trivial translation. These three cases are mutually 
exclusive. We define the trunslurion length rY to be 0 in Cases (a) and (b) and to be the distance 
7 translates any point on its axis in Case (c). If I x T + T is an action, then the function 
I 4 A>O defined by y + s,, is a class function. We can view it as a function r : %’ + 14’~. 
Provided that A is of finite rank and T is not identically 0, it defines a point in the projective 
space P(g) called the projectivized length function of the action. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 and the results on trees 
associated to SO(n, 1) contained in Section 2. 
COROLLARY 3.5. For each b E B(Z) c P(g) there is an ordered ubeliun group offinite rank 
A, a A-tree T, and an action of I- on T such that 
[r,] = bEP(Q?). 
Proof. Let b E B(Z) be given. By Theorem 3.2 there is an irreducible Q-subvariety 
R. c R(T, SO(n, I)) and a valuation on K = Q( R,), u : K * + A + 0, with formally real 
residue field such that [max(O, - u(tr, I R,))] = b in P(U). According to Section 2, associated 
to this valuation is a A-tree T and an action of SO,(n, 1) on T. By Lemma 2.8 for any 
g E SO, (n, l), TV = max(0, - u(tr g)). We have the tautological representation I : r -+ SO,(n, 
1). Hence, there is an induced action of I’ on T. Clearly, tr, I R, = tr(i(v)) for all YE T. Hence, 
for this induced action, ry = rrt,) = max(O, - u(tr(lc/)))) = max(O, - u(tr, I R,)). Thus, b 
= [T,] in P(U). n 
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Remark. The action in (3.5) fixes no point of T since r + 0. 
We need one extra piece of information for actions associated to points in B(L)“,(%)) 
c P(U). 
THEOREM 3.6. Ifb E B(D”,(T)) c P(V), then there is an ordered abelian group A, a A-tree 
T, and an action of r on T such that [r,] = b in P(U) and such that the srabilizer of any non- 
degenerate segment in T is a virtually abelian subgroup of r. 
Proof. Let b E B(D”,(T)) be given. Choose a sequence zj E D”,(F) converging to b for which 
the varieties X, and R, and the lifts aj E (RJR as in (3.2), (3.3). and (3.4) exist for the sequence 
(Pr(ri) in Z. The action of F on a tree as in (3.5) is induced from the action of SO,(n, 1) 
(K = Q (R,)) on the tree associated to the valuation v defined by the sequence aj and by the 
tautological representation I : r -+ SO,(n, 1). 
If I is a non-degenerate segment in T, then stab (I) c F contains a subgroup of index at 
most 2 which fixes the endpoints of I. We need only show that this smaller subgroup is 
virtually abelian. Thus we must show that, for any lattices L # L’ in T, To = stab(L) 
n stab(L’) c F is virtually abelian. Let E = (e,, . . . , e,) be a standard basis for L such that 
(see, a-‘er, . . . , e,) is a standard basis for L’ (for some x~m,). Then in the basis E the 
tautological representation 2 :r + SO,(n, 1) restricted to To has image contained in the 
parahoric subgroup 
K ) 
P f x 
P= rs Y ESOr,(n, l)lmin(v(t)/2, v(X), o(W)) 2 v(a) > 0 
ZWA 1 
(See Lemma 2.7.) 
For any YE F the element t(y)~SO~(n + 1) is given by a matrix whose entries are regular 
functions, i.e. elements of Q[ R,] c K. If a E (RD)R, then evaluating these matrices at a gives 
the representation a: F 4 SO,(n, 1). There is a non-empty Q-Zariski open subset U of R,, on 
which the coordinate functions of (e,, . . , , e,) in K are well-defined and finite. At any point 
a E U, the elements (e,,(a), . . . , e,(a)) form a standard basis for lR”+ ‘. Of course, since any 
proper Q-subvariety of (R,), contains only finitely many of the aj we have ajE Cr, for all j 
sufficiently large. Consider now the representation aj : r -+ SO,(n, 1) written out as matrices 
in the basis (e,(aj), . . . , e,(aj)) instead of in the natural basis. These matrices determine 
another representation bj: I- -+ SO,(n, 1) given by, say, 
( 
Pj (7) fj (7) xj(7) 
‘/ ---* b,(y) = rj (Y) sj (Y) yj(;l) . 
Z,(V) W,(Y) Aj(Y) ! 
This representation is conjugate to aj by the matrix whose columns are the ei(aj) expressed in 
terms of the natural basis. The entries of the matrices for the b,(y) are the restrictions to the 
sequence ajE U, of elements of K which are regular on U,. Furthermore, since I / To has 
image contained in the standard parabolic P with respect to (e,, . . , en), for y E To the entries 
of b,ci) are given by restrictions of functions in 6, to (aj) whereas the X -, u -, and W- 
coordinates are given by restricting functions in m,. According to (3.3) this implies that for all 
y E To, lim bj (y) exists in SO, (n, 1) and in fact lies in the standard parabolic P (i.e. lim Xj (‘1) 
j-m j-m 
= lim Wj (y) = lim tj (y) = 0). This proves that the representations bj 1 l-0 which converge to 
j-’ CD j- CC 
a representation b,: To + P c SO,(n, 1). 
Either F,, is elementary, i.e. virtually abelian, or it is not. Suppose that it is not. Then 
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Wielenberg’s result [4] shows that b, : To + SO,(n, 1) is discrete and faithful. Since the only 
discrete subgroups of the standard parabolic subgroup of SO,(n, 1) are virtually abelian, this 
is impossible. Thus, To is virtually abelian. n 
It is often convenient o work with W-trees instead of A-trees. The results of [6] allow us 
to make this transition. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let bE B(Z) c P(W). Then there is an W-tree T and an action of lT on T by 
isometries,fixing no point, such that 
[EJ = b in P(W). 
Furthermore, ifb E B(D”,(r)), then we can choose the action so that rhe stabilizer of every non- 
degenerate segment in T is virtually abelian. 
Proof. We keep the assumption and notations of (3.2)-(3.6). Our first step is to remove 
phantom inversions. Enlarge A to A = A&Z. There is a corresponding enlargement of T 
to a A-tree i? For each closed segment I c ‘T, we denote by Ithe corresponding A-segment. If
I g [a, b] c A, then f 2 [a, b] c R.) If J c I, then there is an induced inclusion .i c 1 This 
allows us to glue the segments r together in the same way that the segments I are glued 
together using the inclusions I, n I2 c 1 and I, n I, c i2. The result is a A-tree T which 
contains T. The action of I- on T extends to an action of r on 7. By [6, 11.2.12) the length 
functions of the two actions are the same. Since for every y E r and any x E T c F, d(yx, x) is 
divisible by 2 in A., r acts without phantom inversions on T. 
Let A1 c A be the smallest isolated subgroup containing ~~ for all y E 9. Associated to the 
quotient A/Al, there is a quotient tree T’ of T. The points of T’ are the equivalence classes of 
points of F under the relation x - y if d (x, y) E ~l. The action of I- on F induces one on T ‘. 
The translation length function of the induced action is given by the composition %A A 
- - 
-+ A/Al. By the choice of A1, this composition is trivial. Hence, the translation length 
function for the action of r on T’ is identically 0. Since I- acts on T without phantom 
inversions it acts on T’ without phantom inversions. Hence by [6, II. 2.153 I- acts with a fixed 
point on T’. This means that inside i; there is a A,-subtree which is invariant. Let us call this 
tree r,. By [6, 11.2.12) rYlr, = ry for all y E c. Let A2 c A1 be the maximal proper isolated 
subgroup. Let T, be the Al/AZ-tree which is a quotient of &. It still has a r-action without 
phantom inversions. Since Al/A, is archimedian it can be identified with a subgroup of I$. 
Thus, by [6, 11.2.131 T, extends to an &tree F’ on which r acts. Following through the 
translation lengths one sees that 
C7,1t,l = Cql in P(W. 
One also sees easily that any subgroup of I- which stabilizes a non-degenerate segment in Tz 
also stabilizes anon-degenerate A-segment in T. (See [6, II. 2.141.) The theorem is immediate 
from this and Theorems 3.2 and 3.6. m 
$4. APPLICATIONS 
We begin this section by considering the higher dimensional analogue of deforming a 
fuchsian group as a Kleinian group. We begin with a discrete, co-finite volume, torsion-free 
subgroup I? c SOi(3, 1). Of course, this just means that I- acts properly discontinuously on 
I!-!~ with quotient a hyperbolic 3-manifold of finite volume. We consider the deformations of 
r to other discrete subgroups inside SO,‘(n, 1) for any fixed n 2 3. Thus, we are beginning 
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with a hyperbolic n-manifold with a totally geodesic, 3-dimensional core and we are 
considering the space of all hyperbolic n-manifolds with the same fundamental group. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let r c SOG(3, 1) be as above. For any n 2 3. The space of conjugacy 
classes of discrete and faithful representations of r into SOi(n, I), D;(r), is compact. 
Proof. Suppose that D:(I) is not compact. Let b E B(D;(r)). According to Theorem 3.7, 
there is an action of I on an R-tree, fixing no point, whose projectivized length function is 
equal to b in P( Cg). This action has the property that the subgroup of I stabilizing any non- 
degenerate segment is virtually abelian. 
Let M = H3/I’. It is the interior of a compact 3-manifold with boundary h?. Since ati 
consists of incompressible tori in R, there is inside ti a submanifold E, well-defined up to 
isotopy, which is called the characteristic submanifold. (See [7, Chapter VII].) Since M is 
hyperbolic, any incompressible torus in ti is parallel into ati in ti. This means that there is a 
component W, of M - I2 with the property that the inclusion W, c M induces an 
isomorphism on fundamental groups. By Theorem VII.5.2 of [7], we see that any action of 
r = rrr(ti) on an R-tree with stabilizers of all non-degenerate segments being virtually 
abelian has the property that, for any component Wof M - I, ICY ( W) c n1 (M) fixes a point. 
Since rri ( W,) = n, (M ), it follows that all of ni (M) has a fixed point. This is a contradiction. 
Hence, no such point b EB(D;(T)) can exist. But if B(D”,(T)) = 0, then D;(r) is compact. 
Actually, there is a stronger version of this result which suggests what might be true in 
general. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let r be the fundamental group of a compact, orientable, irreducible 
3-manifold M. Suppose that r is not virtually abelian and that D;(r) # Qi. Then the following 
two properties are equivalent: 
(I) r has no decomposition of either of the following two types: 
(a) I = A Q B with C virtually abelian and of infinite index in both A and B, 
(b) I = Aec with C virtually abelian. 
(II) D;(r) is compact. 
N.B.: The decomposition in (Ib) is an HNN-decomposition. Two embeddings, i, and i,, of C 
into A are given, and I’ has a presentation ( A, o ( wi, (c)o-l = i2(c) for all c E C ). 
The following is an immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let r c SOi(3, 1) be a discrete, torsion-freefinitely generated group. The 
following are equivalent. 
(a) D;(r) is compact. 
(b) D;(r) is compact for all n 2 3. 
(c) D”,(r) is compact for some n 2 3. 
Proof that (II) * (I). We suppose that I has a decomposition prohibited by (I), and we 
show that D;(r) is noncompact. First, notice that I, and hence C, are torsion-free. The only 
virtually abelian torsion-free subgroups of non-virtually abelian 3-manifold groups are 
trivial, infinite cyclic, isomorphic to H x Z, or isomorphic to the fundamental group of the 
Klein bottle. Thus if C # {I}, then the center Z(C) of C is non-trivial. 
The argument is based on three elementary facts from hyperbolic geometry. To state 
these, we let a, /I, y be elements in SO,+(n, 1) with y not elliptic. For any x E SOG(n, 1) we denote 
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by F(x) the tixed points of x in the sphere at infinity of hyperbolic space. The facts are: 
1 (a) If a(F(y)) A F(y) = 0, then 
lim Itr(ay”)l = cc. 
ll-= 
(4.4) 1 (b) If (F(a) uF(B)) n F(Y) = 0, 
then lim 1 tr ay’“pi-‘” 1 = co. 
m-33 
(c) If (g S) is a torsion-free, discrete group and if a(F(fi)) n F(j) # 0, then 
F(a) = F(j) and (a, /I ) is virtually abelian. 
As an immediate corollary to (4.4~) we have: 
(4.5) If A is a torsion-free, discrete subgroup of SO,+@, 1) which is not virtually abelian, thenfor 
any aEA-(1) there is a’AA-{1} such that a’(F(a)) nF(a) = 0. 
Proof. Fix z E A - {I}. Suppose that for every a’ E A, a’( F (a)) n F(a) # 0. Then by (4.4c) 
F (a’) = F(a) for all a’ E A - (1). This means A has a fixed point on the sphere at infinity. Since 
A is discrete, it must be virtually abelian. n 
Let us turn now to the proof proper of (II) * (I). There are several cases, but throughout 
we denote by p : I7 + SO&, 1) a fixed discrete and faithful representation. In each of the 
various cases we shall construct an automorphism r : r + r and find an element x E I such 
that lim I tr(p or”l(x)) I = co. This will prove that the sequence {[p oP]}~ c D\(r) goes 
m-m 
off to infinity, and hence that D\(I) is not compact. 
CASEY. I’=A*BwithA#landB#l. 
ChooseaoA-{l}and/IEB-{l}.Lety = aj3.Clearly,forallm 2 l,[y”,a”‘] # l.Hence, 
( y, a) is not virtually abelian. By (44c) F (p(a)) n F(p(y)) = 0. Similarly, F (p(B)) n F@(y)) 
= 0. Define 5: r + I by s(a) = a for all aE A and r(b) = ybi-’ for alI bEB. By (4.4b) 
lim ltr@ or”(u))l = lim Itr(p(a)p(r)“p(B)p(y)-“)I = 03. 
m-m m-m 
CASE 2. r = A * B with C virtually abelian, C # { 1) and neither A nor B virtually abelian. 
Choose y a non&ivial element in Z(C), the center of C. Define r : r + r by r(a) = a for all 
a E A and s(B) = yj?y- r for all /I E B. Since y E Z (C), this defines an automorphism of r. We 
claim that there is an element a E A such that F@(a)) n F (p(y)) = 0. If not then by (4.4c) for 
every a E A we have F@(a)) = F (p(y)). In this case p(A) would have a fixed point on the 
sphere at infinity and hence would be virtually abelian. It follows that A itself would be 
virtually abelian. Similarly, there is be B such that F(p(b)) n F@(y)) = 1. Now by (4.4b) 
lim I tr(p 0 r"(ab)) I = lim I tr p(a)p(y”)p(b)p(y-“) I = a3. 
m-m m-m 
CASE 3. C is virtually abelian i, and i2 are embeddings of C into A with distinct images and 
r = (A, wloi,(c)o-’ = i2(c)). 
ProoJ Let <EC-(1). If p(w)(F@(i))) n F@(C)) # 0, then (c,o) c I is virtually 
abelian, as of course is C. Thus, the groups p( ({, w )) and p(C) both have fixed points on the 
sphere at infinity. Since they have a non-trivial subgroup in common it must be the case that 
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the entire group p( (C, w )) IS virtually abelian, as is (C, 0). But in this case o must 
normalize C and i,(C) = i,(C) in A. This is a contradiction. Thus we can conclude that for any 
ieC-{l}, p(w)(F(p(i))) nF(p(w)) = 0. 
Let FEZ- (11. Define r:T -+ I- by r(u) = a for all a E A and r(o) = WC. Since < is in 
the center of C, these equations are compatible and hence define an automorphism of I-. 
Since p(i)F (p(U))) n F (p(w)) = 0, (4.4a) implies that lim I tr(p 0 r”(o))1 = 
WI-Z2 
lim I tr(p(o)p(i”))l = cc. 
In-co 
CASE 4. r = A ; B with A and B both oirtually abelian and C # { 1). 
This case is impossible. For if A and B are virtually abelian p(A) and p(B) act with fixed 
points on the sphere at infinity. If C # {l}, then these fixed points must agree. Hence p(T) 
would have a fixed point at infinity. This would mean that p(T) and hence r are virtually 
abelian. 
CASE 5. r = A ;B with B virtually abelian and with C # { 1 j of infinite index in borh A 
and B. 
There are actually two subcases (5a) C g Z and B E I? x H or (5b) C z Z and B 
isomorphic to the fundamental group of the Klein bottle. 
CLAIM 4.6. In Case (5b) eirher Case (1) or Case (3) also applies or we can choose the 
decomposition as in (5b) such that C c Z x Z c B. 
Let us accept this claim for the moment. Suppose that no previous case applies. Then 
there is an automorphism ~0: B --* B such that 
(i) cp IC = Id,, and 
(ii) there are elements bO, bI E B, b, # 1, such that qm(bo) = bobT. 
(In the case when B z Z x Z we take a shear parallel to the direction of C. When B 
1 (a,blaba-’ = b) we define q(n) = ab and q(b) = b. Then p”(a) = ab” and cp I (d, b) 
= Id. Since no previous case applies, by Claim 4.6, C c (a’, b), we have rp I C = Id,.) 
Now define T: r -+ r by r(a) = a for all a E A and r(p) = &/I) for all BE B. Since 
cp IC = Id,, this defines an automorphism of I-. Let a E A be such that a(F(C)) n F(C) = 0. 
Then 
lim I tr(p or”(ab,,))I = lim / tr(p(a)p(bOby))l = lim I tr(p(ab,).p(b,)“)l. 
In’;ll WI-m m-m 
Since p(ab,) and p(b,) do not generate a virtually abelian group, (4.4a and c) imply that this 
limit equals co. 
Proof of Claim 4.6. If dM c M is compressible, then r = rri (M ) has a decomposition as 
in Case (1). Otherwise M has a characteristic submanifold C. One of the components C, of Z 
must represent a subgroup of ni (M ) containing B up to conjugation. This component must 
be homeomorphic to a twisted I-bundle over the Klein bottle. We claim that there is an 
essential annulus T c M - C, c M whose core represents a class conjugate into B. This class 
is actually conjugate into ~~(a&) 2 h x Z c ni(&) = B. Let us suppose for the moment 
that such a T exists. If T separates, then it induces a non-trivial decomposition r = To :ri 
where h z A c E x Z c B c rl. If To is virtually abelian, then p(TO ; B) has a tixed point on 
the sphere at infinity. This would mean that To ; B was virtually abelian which is absurd since 
A # To. Thus, To is not virtually abelian. If I-i is virtually abelian, then ri = Band we have a 
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decomposition as required by (5b). If It is not virtually abelian, then Case (1) applies. If Tdoes 
not separate, then it gives a decomposition F = Co ; where A= Z, i,:Aq Zx Zc B 
c To and i2 : A 4 To. If the new element o normalizes A, then p( (A, o )) and p(p) share a 
fixed point on the sphere at infinity and hence p (B, 0) has a fixed points, means (B, 0) is 
virtually abelian-an absurdity. Thus, in this case we have a decomposition of F as in Case (3). 
It remains to construct T. Consider E,, n dM. Either this is empty or it is a non-empty 
collection of parallel annuli. In the second case, any complementary annulus in d&, will do for T. 
Nowsuppose~,ndM=~.LetX=K(A,1)uS’xZuK(B,1).Thereisamapf:M~X 
inducing the identity on fundamental groups. Standard surgery arguments allow us to 
deformfuntilf-‘(St x {i}) is a disjoint collection of essential annuli. It must be a non- 
empty collection because the original decomposition of F is non-trivial. Of course, each of 
these annuli represents aclass conjugate into B. We can assume these annuli are contained in 
x and hence do not meet C,, since &, n dM = 0. Any one of these annuli will do for T. 
CASE 6. F = A ; where C is virtually abelian and the two embeddings i, and i, of C into A 
have the same image. 
In this case the new generator o normalizes C. Hence B = (C, co) is virtually abelian. On 
the other hand F = A ; B. Since C clearly has infinite index in B, we need only see that C has 
infinite index in A. If not, then A is virtually abelian-a possibility ruled out by Case 4. 
Proof that (I) =$ (II): We suppose that F satisfies (I). As we have already seen this implies 
that aM is incompressible in M, and hence that there is a characteristic submanifold E c M. 
Of course fr(E) c M consists of essential annuli and incompressible tori. Again invoking (I), 
we see that (a) any essential annulus separates M and one of the complementary components 
is a solid torus, and (b) any incompressible torus separates M and one of the complementary 
components is homeomorphic to either T2 x I or E, the twisted Z-bundle over the Klein 
bottle. It follows easily that each component of C is either a solid torus with frontier in M a 
single annulus, or homeomorphic to T * x I, or homeomorphic to E. In order to complete the 
proof we need a theorem of Thurston’s. 
PROPOSITION 4.7 (THURSTON). Given M, n, and an element a E r whose pee homotopy 
class is represented on fr(x), there is a constant C = C( M, n, IX) such that for any discrete and 
faithful representation p: x1 (M ) 4 SOL(n, 1) we have 1 tr p(a) 1 5 C. 
Thurston has stated this result for n = 3 and without any assumptions on the 
characteristic submanit’old. Unfortunately, neither the statement nor the proof appear in 
print. For this reason we give, in an appendix, the argument in all dimensions (a trivial 
generalization from n = 3) but only in the slightly simpler case where x1(M) satisfies 
Condition (I) in 4.2. 
Let us assume this result. Let r be the union of the solid torus- and twisted I-bundle- 
components of C. Let W = M - 5. It is connected and WA dM = dM - fr(r) is incom- 
pressible, whereas fr(r) c a Wconsists of incompressible annuli and tori. Let To = rrt ( W). We 
shall show: 
(4.8) The inclusion r, c r induces a map cp: 0; (r) + 0; (r,) whose image is bounded. 
Proof of (4.8). Suppose not. Then there is an ideal point b E B(D”,(T,)) and discrete and 
faithful representations pi: I’ -+SO+,(n, 1)such that biIr,]+b. Let cp:r,xT+Tbean 
action on an R-tree corresponding to b E B(D”,(T,)) as in 3.7. By Proposition 4.7 1 tr pi(;t) 1 is 
bounded independent of i for any y E To represented up to free homotopy by a loop in fr(r). 
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This means that for each component P of fr(r), xl(P) fixes a point under the action cp. By [7, 
VII.2.21 it follows that all of r,, has a fked point under the action rp. This is a contradiction. 
Now we are ready to show that &(I-) is compact by showing that any sequence Xi E D”‘(r) 
has a convergent subsequence. Choose representations pi: I- --) SO A(n, 1) representing the Xi. 
Since r,, is not virtually abelian, by (4.8) choosing a subsequence and conjugating allows us to 
assume the pi I r. converge to pm : I-,, -, SOi(n, 1). Let g E r be represented by a loop in r. 
Some power of g is represented by a loop in fr(T), i.e. for some m 2 1, g” is conjugate in r into 
I-,. Hence pi (g’“) converges to pm (9”). Extracting a further subsequence we can assume pi(g) 
also converges. 
Since r is generated by To and a finite set of elements gj represented by loops in T with 
positive powers represented by loops in fr(s), applying the above argument repeatedly shows 
that there is a subsequence of the pi which converges on generators for r and hence on all of 
r. By [14] the resulting representation isdiscrete and faithful. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 modulo Proposition 4.7. W 
compact, orientable, 3-manifold with 
boundary. Let c M the characteristic Fix n 3, andjix loop y fr(Z). Tke a 
constant = C(M, 7) such any discrete representation p:n, + SO, 1) and 
class UE (M) represented a [oopfreely to y haoe Itr 5 C. 
purpose of appendix is establish this when x1 satisfies Condition of 4.2. 
is the we need prove that * (II) 4.2. Actually, argument we here need 
modified in only in to prove result stated This argument due to 
EXTRA ASSUMPTION. n1 (M) safisjes Condition (I) of 4.2. 
As we observed in Section 4, this extra assumption implies that aM is incompressible in .{I and that 
the characteristic submanifold Z c M consists of solid tori meeting M - I: in single annuli, components 
homeomorphic to T2 x I, and components homeomorphic to the twisted I-bundle over a Klein bottle. 
Let 5 c Z be the union of those components of the first and third types. 
Fix a discrete and faithful representation p: I- + SOi(n, 1). Let N = W/p(r). For any OCE r 
represented (up to free homotopy) by a loop in a torus component of fr(Z), p(a) is parabolic and 
Itr p(a)1 I n + 1. Thus, the real problem is to show that there is a bound to 1 tr ~(a)( when a is 
represented (up to free homotopy) by the core of one of the solid tori components of 7. (Clearly 
bounding Itr p(z)1 independent of p bounds I tr p(a”)l, for any fixed m, independent of p.) 
Let r0 be a solid torus component of r; let y be its core; let T = fr(s,). Let Y = ah{ u ?o. Let 
W = M - 7. The argument is divided into several steps: 
Step I. Show certain loops in Y are non-trivial in M. 
Step II. Use Step I to prove a result about geodesics on a certain branched hyperbolic surface X 
which is a homotopy model for Y. 
Step III. Give a lower bound, in terms of the length of y, for the growth rate of area in the cover of X 
induced from the universal covering of M. 
Step IV. Show that for any map cp: X + N and an induced covering +: _.? + w”, there is a universal 
upper bound to the growth rate of area of d mapped into balls of w”. 
Step V. Construct a rectifiable, length preserving map cp: X + N in order to compare the estimates 
in Steps III and IV. 
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Step I. Injectivity results 
There is no reason for x1 (Y) -+ lcl (M) to be injective. We develop here a condition for loops in Y that 
ensures that they are non-trivial in M. First some preliminary results. 
CLAIM A.2. (i) Let D be the 2-disk with dD = A v B, A and B being intervals with disjoint interiors. 
Any map (D, A, B) + (5, fr(r), T n dM) is homotopic as a map o/triples to a map into l?(r) n ?M. 
(ii) Any map (D, A, B) -t ( W, aM n W, fr( W)) is homotopic, as a map oftriples, into dM n fr( W). 
(iii) Any rectangle (I x I, ?I x I, I x 131) -+ ( W, dM n W, fr ( W)) is homotopic, as a map oftriples to 
either a map into a&f n W or a map into fr( W). 
Proof. The first is clear since each component of r receiving such a map is a solid torus whose 
frontier is an annulus representing a multiple > 1 of a generator of its fundamental group. 
If f: (D, A, B) + ( W, dM n W, fr( W)) is given, then /I B is either a spanning arc for an annular 
component of fr( W) = fr(r) orfIB deforms relative to its end points into W n dM. In the second case 
we can deformf, as a map of triples, untilf(dD) c W n JM. Since W A dM is incompressible, it follows 
thatfdeforms into W n ZM. After that it is obvious thatfdeforms as a map oftriples into fr( W) n dM. 
On the other hand iffl B spans an annular component of fr(r), then that component is the frontier of a 
solid torus component of r. In this case dM would be compressible in M which is impossible. 
The third result is proved in VII.3.3 of [7]. n 
Let Y beY cut open along B = fr(re) n dM. Let s be the pre-image of B in Y. Let a:1 + Y be a path. 
We say a is essential if: 
I 
(i) *(a[) n fr (50) = 0. 
(ii) If a(t) E fr(re), then there is E > 0 with (xl (t -E, t + E) mapping into aM transverse to B. 
A.3 (iii) If b and b’ are successive points in 2 - ’ (B) and if J is the subinterval of I between b and 
b’, then 11 J: (J, aJ) -+ (p, 8) is an essential relative path. 
The main result of Step I is the following. 
PROPOSITION A.4 L.et i., and 1, be essential paths in Y with the same endpoints. Suppose that 2, ai.; ’ 
bounds a disk in M. Then i., is homotopic relative, to its endpoints, to 1, through essential paths. In 
particular, [L1*I.; ‘1 = 1 in xi (Y). 






Say cp(A = d, and cp(B = E.,. Since fr(r) consists of essential annuli, we can arrange that q-i (fr(r)) 
consists of arcs. We claim that we can deform cp further until all of these arcs run from A to B. For take 
an innermost arc C with both endpoints on A. 
C a A A 
Fig. 2. 
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It cuts off a disk A which maps either into a component of r or into W. If A mapped into TV, then ii 
would not be essential. Thus, A maps into W u (r - r,,). By A.2 (i) or (ii) we can deform 9 by a homotopy 
so as to remove the component C. This homotopy is constant on tD minus a neighborhood of A and 
deforms this latter interval inside S.M n ( W u (T - ro) ). Hence, the resulting map 9’ has the property 
that 9’1 B = i.,, and 9’1 A is homotopic through essential arcs to i.,. Similarly we remove components of 
9-l (fr (r)) with both endpoints in B. 
This allows us to assume that 9- ’ (fr(r)) divides D as pictured below 
Fig. 3 
The rectangles Ri map either into W or r; their sides map into fr(r) = W n r; all of the rectangles not 
mapping into rO have their tops and bottoms mapping into 2.V. Clearly, by a further deformation we 
can remove any rectangles mapping into w u (T-T,,) which deform into fr(r). This deformation 
changes 9 I A and 9 I B by homotopies through essential arcs. Thus, we can assume 9 1 Ri is an essential 
rectangle for i = 1, . . , k. 
Our goal is to deform 9 until its image lies in ?M v rO without changing (any further) 9- 1 (fr(r)). 
We begin with 91 TO. If 9 ( To) c T,,, nothing needs to be done. If not, then 9 ( To n 8D) c ZM. Claim 
A.2 (i) or (ii) allows us to deform 91 TO relative to 9I( To n tD), keeping 9 (fr( TO)) c fr (T), until 9( r,,) 
c 21%‘. Extending this homotopy to all of D allows us to assume that 9( T,,) c dM VT,,. 
Now suppose by induction in i that we have deformed 9 until 9 ( T, v R, v . u Ri_ ,) c 3M 
u TV. We consider 9/R,. If 9(Ri) c TV there is nothing to do. If 9(R,) c T-T,,, then 9(Ri-, n Ri) 
= SM n fr(r). Clearly, by claim A.Z(i), a map of Ri into r sending the top and bottom into ?M n T, 
sending one side into fr(r) and the other into ?.M n fr (T), deforms through rectangles, modulo the first 
side, into t.M n T. If 9 (RJ c Wand 9 (Ri_ ,) F To, then the same argument as above, using claim A.Z(ii) 
instead ofA.Z(i), allows us to deform 91Ri, modulo 9 1 Ri_ , n Ri into ZM n W. Lastly, if 9 (Ri) c Wand 
9(Ri-1) c r,, then by claim A.Z(iii) 9 1 R, deforms through rectangles into ZM n W or into fr (T,,). The 
latter is impossible since it would contradict the fact that i., and i., are essential. The deformation of 
9lR into i-.M n W gives a deformation of 9/( Ri_ 1 n R,) in fr(r,) into B. We extend this to a 
deformation of 9 IRi _ 1 inside TV. This shows that in all cases a further deformation arranges that 9 ( To 
v R, u u Ri) c ?,%I UT~ without changing 9-i (fr(r)). 
By induction then we can assume that 9 ( T,, u u R,) c ?M u T. We still must deal with Ti. If 
9(T,)c 50, then there is nothing to do. If 9( T,) $ ?. and 9 (R,) $ T,,, then 9 (a T,) c dM n W or 
9 (2 T,) c ZM n 5. Since both of these surfaces are incompressible in M, we can deform 9 inside W or 
inside T until 9 ( T,) c ?.%f. Lastly, if 9 ( T,) c Wand 9 (R,) c TV, then by Claim A.2 9 1 T, deforms in W, 
relative to 9 I( T, n ?D) and keeping fr( T,) in fr(r,), into i-M. Extending the homotopy on RI, n T, to a 
homotopy of rectangles inside TV completes the proof. 
Once 9 (D) c ZM u TV it provides the required homotopy of essential paths from i., to >.a. n 
Notice that homotopic essential paths have the same number of intersection points with Band the 
cut open paths are homotopic as relative paths in (?, R). Also notice that the argument works as well 
with any subset of the tori of T (including ah of T) replacing T,,. 
Step II. Reformulation of A.4 in terms of branched surfaces 
The annulus A = ?O n SM is essential in .M. It represents a multiple m > 1 of a generator of the 
fundamental group of T,,. Suppose that we have a hyperbolic structure on ZM. Let 7 be the geodesic in 
this structure freely homotopic to the core of A. We form a quotient space X of I?M by “wrapping 7 
around itself m times.” iMore formally, let I be the length of 7, and identify points x and y in 7 if the 
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distance between them on 7 is a multiple of I/m. The space X is the quotient, and q c X is the image ofg. 
We call X a branched surface (associated to TV c T) determined by the hyperbolic structure on dM. 
Notice that X - 7 = 2M - 7 and that near each point of 7 there are in m local sheets of X. 
We define a geodesic parh in X to be a continuous path FI * . . l ji, in X such that 
(1) each ,iii lifts to a geodesic path pi in ?M, 
(2) for each j, 1 I j I t - 1 the terminal point of pj and the initial point of gj+ I lie in y, and 
(3) the geodesics pj and pj+, make the same angle with y as indicated in the picture below 
Fig. 4. 
The space X is a model, up to homotopy equivalence, for dM u Q. To see this choose any d > 0 with 
the property that Cd, B-neighborhood ofy in M, is an annulus. There is a diffeomorphism hd: dM + dM, 
isotopic to the identity, with hd (C,) = A. Let cJ c X be the image of Ca. We have the diffeomorphism 
$‘:X-int C8 = dM-int C,IrdM-int A = aM A (M-G,) c dM ~7~. We extend &IaC,:a~J -+ fr(s,) to 
a homotopy equivalence of pairs $” : (cb aca) + (T,,, fr (T,,)). We can suppose that t,V’ sends a collar 
neighborhood of aC, in c, diffeomorphically into a collar neighborhood of B in A. These maps fit 
togethe_r to2fine a homotopy equivalence $ : X --* aM u q,. or even better, a homotopy equivalence of 
pairs (X, aCd) -+ (f, 8) where x is X cut open along acJ and, as before, p is Y cut open along B. The 
homotopy class of + is independent of all the choices (including that of 6). 
Let E 7,, be the covering of dM u 7. induced by the universal covering of M, and let p: 2 + X 
be the corresponding (via +) covering of X. Of cotirse, this latter covering is independent of the choices 
involved in the definition of JI. We call it the covering induced from the universal covering of M. 
A geodesic path in 2 is a path which projects to a geodesic path in X. The injecriuity radius of X is the 
minimum of the injectivity radius of aM and l/m. Here is the needed consequence of Proposition A.4. 
PROPOSITION A.5. Let X be the branched surfnce induced from a hyperbolic structure on dM. fur 
p : 2 -+ X be the covering inducedfrom the uniuersal covering of M. Let a : [0, t] + 8 and /I : [O, t’] + 2 
be geodesic paths parameterized by arc length. Let E 2 0 be fixed. If 
(1) t I t’, 
(2) a and #I agree to first order at 0, 
(3) both a(t) and J(t’) are distance > E from the pre-image of 7 in 2, and 
(4) the distoncefiom cl(t) to p(t’) is at most 2&, then (t’- t) IKE and j3I[O, t] = a. 
N.B. If a(0) = B(O) lies above Jo, then to say that a and /I agree to first order at 0 is to say that they make 
the Same angle with 7 nnd they point into the same local sheet of R near a(0). 
Proof. Clearly, by truncating a and p slightly, we can suppose that a(0) = B(O) does not lie above 7. 
Let a’ be the result of joining a geodesic arc L of length I 2.9 to the end of a in such a way that a’ and fl 
have the same endpoints. Clearly, by Hypothesis (3), L does not cross 7. Let n, a’, and b be the projections 
to X of a, a’, and 8. 
Now choose 6 > 0 such that (i) L misses the pre-image of the &neighborhood c., of 7, (ii) the 
endpoints of a and b are distance more than 6 from 7, and (iii) each component of a-‘(cJ), respectively 
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b- ’ (c,). contains exactly one point of a- ’ (77, respectively b- I (7). Let $ : X + dM n r0 be a homotopy 
equivalence as constructed above using this 6. 
CLAIM. I/I 0 a’ and $ 0 b are essenrinl paths. 
Proof. It is clear from the construction that Conditions A.3(i) and (ii) hold for these paths. We check 
Condition A.3(iii) for 1(1 0 a’. A similar argument works for $ 0 b. Let s and s’ be successive points of 
(a’)- ’ (SC,). (Ofcourse, s and s’ both lie in the domain of a.) Let J be the interval between s and s’. Either 
a(J) c cd or a(J) is a geodesic arc in X - int c, = aM - int Cd. In the first case, one sees directly from 
the condition on the angles of intersection that the endpoints of a(J) lie in different components of ac8. 
Thus, a (J) is an essential relative path in (c,, ac8). This implies that (Q 0 a)lJ is an essential relative path 
in (?, B). 
Now suppose that a (J) c X - int C,. Let J’ be the interval between successive points of a- ’ (3 that 
contains J. Then n1.j’ lifts to a geodesic in 2M with endpoints in 7. Since this geodesic does not lie in y, 
it is not homotopic, relative to its endpoints, into y. This means that a1J is not homotopic relative to 
its endpoints into ?c,. Thus, a 1.J is a non-trivial relative path in (2, I?‘,). Consequently ($ 0 a) 1 J is an 
essential relative path in (?, A). This completes the proof of the claim. 
The condition that z’ and fi have the same endpoints in 2 means that (+ ~a’) * (4 0 b)-’ bounds a 
disk in M. By the above claim and Proposition A.4, we see that $ ~a’ and $ 0 b are homotopic, relative 
to their endpoints, through essential paths. Thus, in particular # (a’)- ’ (y) = # (b)- i (7). Let us say that 
(a’)-’ (Zc,) consists of the points rl < r; < r2 < r; < . . . < r,, < r; where a’( [ri, ri] ) c cd. Let 
xi E [ri, ri] be the unique point mapping to 7. Similarly we label b- ’ (c?C,) by s, < s; < . . < sp < sk 
and let yi E [si, sj] be the unique point mapping to 7. Since $ 0 4’ and $ 0 b are homotopic through 
essential paths, $ 0 a’ restricted to any one of the (2p - 1) intervals between successive points of 
(a’)- ’ (ZCJ is homotopic, as a relative path in (f, B), to $ 0 b restricted to the corresponding interval cut 
out by b-’ (dc,). This means that for each j < p: 
(i) aI [rj, r;] and b 1 [sj, $1 are homotopic relative paths in (c,, aC,); and 
(ii) elC$, rj+ll and bl[s;, s~+~] are homotopic relative paths in (X-int c, ac6) = 
(8M - int C,,, dCd). 
We shall prove by induction on j that r; = si, that (11 [0, r>] = bl[O, $1, and that a at r) agrees to first 
order with b at s;. We set rb = sb = 0. All the conditions are satisfied for j = 0. Suppose that for some 
j 2 0, all conditions hold for j. Consider a I [r;, xj+ 1] and b 1 [s;, yj, ,I. Both of these lift to geodesic arcs 
in dM which agree to first order at their initial points, have interiors disjoint from y and have final points 
lying on 7. It follows immediately that xj+ i = yj+ I and (I I [r;, xj+ 1] = b 1 [s;, yj+ ,I. Now let us consider 
~l[xj+~,r~+~landbl[~j+~.S~+~ .] These lift to geodesic paths in ?M which start on y, make the same 
initial angle with 7 and end as they reach dC+ Thus, to show that r;, 1 = s;+ 1 and that al[Xj, ,, r;+ 11 
=blbj+I,~J+l]r we need only show that the lifts to dM begin at the same point of y, or equivalently 
thatas~l[Xj+~.r;+~]andb[yj.,,s;+, ]leavea(xj+,)=b(yj+i)~;jtheyenterthesamelocalsheetof 
C, near this point. There are m local sheets of c, near each point of 7, and there is a cyclic m-sheeted 
covering of c8 in which they belong to different global sheets. (In fact this covering is homeomorphic to 
m copies of Cd glued together along the m copies of y.) Consider the path p = al[rj+i, &,I and 
v = bl[sj+ ,, sj+ ,] there are homotopic relative paths which agree on the intervals [rj- I, xj+i] 
= [sj+ t, yj+r]. Thus, under the homotopy rj+i traces out of loop divisible by m in rr1(c6). 
Consequently, p and v lift to homotopic paths in the cyclic m-sheeted covering of c, beginning at the 
same point. Clearly, p and v agree in this covering and hence in cd. 
This completes the induction and proves that rb = s’, and that al[O, rb] = bj[O, $1. Now we 
consider a][$ t] and b I [sb, t’]. There are geodesics in X - ~7 = dM - y which agree to first order at their 
initial points. Since t I t’, we see that a I [rk* t] = b I [sb) c]. Thus, b I[O, t] = a. Furthermore, the geodesic 
bl [t, t’] Lies in X - 7 = dM - y and lifts to a geodesic in x whose endpoints are distance at most Z&apart. 
Each component of the pre-image in _% of X - 7 is simply connected (since dM - y is incompressible in 
M), and any geodesic arc in a simply connected hyperbolic manifold (even an incomplete one) has length 
equal to the distance between its endpoints. This proves that bl[r, t’] has length 5 2s and hence that 
(r’ - t) 5 2E. 
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Step Ill. A lower bound on the growth rate of area in 8. 
In this section we fix a hyperbolic structure on ZM and define the branched surface X as in Step II. 
We also fix a covering space p: 2 + X which we shall assume satisfies the conclusion of Proposition A.5 
We shall estimate from below in terms of the length of 7 of the area of the ball of radius R in 2. 
Definition A.6. Let p: f + X be a covering. We say that it is essential if the conclusion of 
Proposition A.5 holds for any geodesics (1 and fi in _% and any E 2 0. 
The main result in this step is the following (A.7). To state it we define C(dM) = [2n*x(ZM)]- ‘, and 
we denote the length of y in dM by I(r). As before m > 1 is the multiplicity of fr(r,) in r,,. 
PROPOSITION A.7. Let p: R -+ X be an essential covering. Then there is R, 2 0, a constant K > 0, and 
a point x E x such that for all R 2 R0 the ball of radius R in 2 centered at x has area at least 
In order to prove this result we introduce the “geodesic flow” on X. Define the unit tangent bundle 
of X, T(X), to be the quotient of the unit tangent bundle T(aM) of dh4 where we identify distinct 
tangent vectors t,, and t, in T(aM) ifand only if t,, and t, are based at points of y which are identified in 
X, and to and t, point along y in the same direction. The quotient map T(dM) + T(X) is an 
isomorphism off of two circles in T(dM). Each of these circles is wrapped around itself m times. Thus, 
the usual measure on T(dM)-coming from the area element in dM and the angle in the fiber direction 
pushes down to a measure T(X). Both the spaces have total mass 4n2X(dM) = 2/C(aM). Let G(X) be the 
set of geodesic rays in X, g: [0, co) + X, parameterized by arc length. We give G(X) the compact-open 
topology. The initial tangent vector map defines a continuous projection K: G(X) + T(X). (Notice that 
x is not one-to-one, i.e. a geodesic is not determined by its initial data because of the branching.) One 
proves easily that G(X) is compact. Let us define a measure on G(X). We do this by defining a measure 
on each fiber of x. Let g be a geodesic. For any t 2 0 and any g E G(X), we shall define the measure of the 
set of geodesics {g’lg’l[O, t] = gl[O, t]}. It is equal to m-’ where the number of transverse points of 
intersection of g I[O, t) with 7 is k. This defines a measure of total mass 1 in each fiber. The measure of an 
open U set in G(X) is the integral over T(X) with its usual measure of the measures of U n n-‘(t). This 
defines a measure p on G(X) with total mass 4x*X(aM) = 2/C(dM). 
There is a natural flow on G(X) defined for positive time by cp,(g) = h where h: [0, co) + X is the 
geodesic given by h(s) = g(t + s). This defines a one parameter semi-group of endomorphisms of G(X). 
The flow preserves the measure in the sense that ~(cp;’ (U)) = p(U) for any open set U and any t 2 0. 
(Idea of proof: As a family of geodesics flows so as to cross 7 once, its measure increases by a factor of m. 
But to compensate from this, the pre-image of its image is m families instead of one. This, together with 
the fact that the usual geodesic flow on T(M) preserves mass, proves the invariance.) Hence, if f is any 
measurable function cn G(X) we have 
PROPOSITION A.8. For any g E G(X) let #(g I[O, t]) be the number of transverse points of intersection 
of the geodesic arc gl[O, t] with 7. Then for almost all gEG(X) 
exists and 
k,,, n(g) = 4V;). 
Proof. Choose 6 > 0 sufficiently small such that the &neighborhood of ‘/ in c3M is an annulus. 
Define a function /a on G(X) by 
I A if #(g([O,6]) = 1 h(s) = 6 
I 0 if #(g1[0,6]) = 0. 
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Clearly, /6 is measurable. We claim that f’: sGtx) fa dp = 41 (y). For if 6 is sufficiently small then we can 
do the computation approximately in Rat space. The tangent vectors whose geodesics reach y in time 
I 6 must be at distance A I 6 from y. These points of distance A I 6 from y have a total angle of 
2. arc cos(A/d) of tangent vectors reaching y in time I 6. 
Fig. 5. 
Thus, 
SC,& dp = (6-l) j:“)2 $, 2.arccos (A/a)dA 
= 41(y). (6-l) jt arccos (A/6)dA. 
Setting s = A/6, we have jocx,fa dp = 4/(y) j; arccos (s)ds = 41(y). 
It is clear that for ail t > 0 
#@ICQtl)-1 < jf,fdMd)ds< n(glCO,tl)+l. 
Hence n(g) exists if and only if !i_y [ ( Jb fa (cp, (g)) ds)/t] exists. When they exist, they are equal. By the 
Ergodic Theorem I$ = lim [ ( jb fa (cp,@))ds)/t] exists almost everywhere; f$ is a measurable function, 
I-m 
and IGcX) f: dp = j ctX) fadp. Thus, n(g) exists almost everywhere, n(g) is a measurable function, and 
Icfx) n@) dfi = & fa dp. ‘Ihus, Ictx) n@) dCc = 4/(Y). n 
COROLLARY A.9. There is a fiber F of the map x: G(X) + T(X) such that n(g) is defined almost 
everywhere on F and 
L n(g) 2 (31(Y))/(4xzz(~M)). 
Proofi Since n(g) is defined almost everywhere on G(X), for almost all points of T(X) we have that 
n(g) is defined almost everywhere on the fiber. Furthermore, 
= 47r*~(M).s;~ SF n(g), 
where the supremum is taken over all F for which n(g) is defined almost everywhere. Thus s;p SF n(g) 
2 I(r)l(x2X(aM)). n 
COROLLARY A.lO. There is T 2 0, a fiber F of the map R: G(X) -+ T(X), and a measurable subset 
A c F of positive measure such that for all t 2 T and all g E A, we have 
(XSICO, tl)lt 1 ~(Yw7hw) = l(Y).C(dW. 
Proof: Choose a fiber F of H satisfying A.9. Since IF n(g) 2 3 I(y)/47?~(aM), there is a subset A’ c F 
of positive measure on which n(g) 2 21(y)/3nZ~(dM). Since (#gl[O, t])/t I (A-’ + t-l) where A is 
the shortest geodesic arc in a&f with endpoints in y and interior disjoint from y, and since 
hm (#gl[O, t])/t = n(g) almost everywhere, the bounded convergence theorem implies that 
I-m 
lim (~,ln(g)-#g~[O,t]I/t)=O.Thus,thereisT>OandasubsetAc A’ofpositivemeasuresuchthat 
,-ul 
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for all r 2 T and all g E A we have 
(SSICO, rl)lt 2 ~(Y)/2~2X(~w. w 
COROLLARY A. 11. 27tere isT 2 0, a fiber F of K: G(X) + T(X) and (I consrant K, > 0 such that for nl[ 
t 2 T the number of distinct geodesics poths in X of the form g1 [O, t] for g E F is ut least 
Proof. Choose T 2 0 and A c F as in A.lO. Set K, = p(A)/m. Let t 2 T be fixed, and consider the 
paths gl[O, t] for gEA. According to A.10 each of these paths crosses 7 at least l(y).C(13M).t times. 
Thus, for any geA the set {g’EA/g’I[O, t] = gl[O, t]} measure at most m’-‘(Y’.C(‘.“)‘r. Since p(A) 
= mK,, the number of distinct paths of the form gl[O, t] for g E A is at least K, .ml(r)‘CtdM)-r. N 
Now fix an essential covering p: 2 4 X. 
Proof of Proposition A.7. Choose T 2 0, a fiber F of II: G(X) + T(X) and a constant K, > 0 as in 
Corollary A.ll. Choose E > 0 such that the injectivity radius of X is 2 E, and such that the E 
neighborhood C, of y in aM is an annulus. For each y E x the area of the ball of radius E centered at y is 
at least equal to the area of the ball of radius E in Hz. Denote this area by K,. 
Set X = z(F) in X and let xc2 be a lift of X. Set R0 = T+E. Set K = K1.K2.m-‘(I)‘C’~H)“-‘. 
FixR ZR,.Definet = R-e.ByA.ll,wecanchooseg,, . . . ,g,inFsuchthatg,l[O, t], . . ,g,I[O,t] 
are all distinct geodesic paths, and r > Klmr~)‘c(afW)-r. Let gi: [0, co) + 2 be the lifting ofg, beginning at 
x E 2. For each i I r, let xi E .% be the last point of intersection ofgil [0, t] with the pre-image of act,. Say 
xi = ii( 
CLAIM. For euch i the cardinufity of {jld(x,, xj) < 2e} is ut most m. 
Proof of Cluim. If d(xi, xi) < 2~, then we can apply Proposition A.5 to a = piI [0, ti], /l = gj] [0, tj] 
and E. (Recall that p: g + X is essential.) 
We conclude that ii] [0, min (ti, tj)] = Gjl [0, min (ti, tj)] and that lti - tj I < 2~. To keep the notation 
simple, let us suppose that ti I tj. Then gl [ti, rj] has length < 2.5 and has both endpoints in acz,. Hence, 
this geodesic arc lies in X - 7. Since gi] [ti. tj] and gjl [ti, tj] agree to first order at ti, it follows that 
gi 1 [ti, tj] = gjl [ti, tj]. Since ti is the largest point in [0, t] that maps under gi to act and since ti I tj I t, 
we have t, = tj. Thus gil [0, ri] = gjl [0, tj]. Since gjl [tj, t] does not cross ace,, it can cross fat most once. 
Thus, there are only m possibilities for gjl [0, t]. Since the map j + gj I [0, t] is a one-to-one map, there 
are at most m of the j for which d(xi, xj) < 2.5. 
This means that we have at least Klm’(Y)‘C(d~~~-l d’ ’ isloint balls of radius E with centers the xi. Each 
of the xi lies in the ball B,(x) of radius t centered at x, and thus, each of the balls of radius E lies in B, +L (x) 
= BR(x). This shows that 
area(RR(x)) 2 R, R, . mf(7)‘C(dM)‘(r-‘) 
= K1K2m’(Y).C(dM)e I ml(y).C(dM).R 
= Km’WC(W)~R. n 
Step IV. Areu estimates: A universal upper bound 
Suppose that dM has a hyperbolic metric. Let X be the resulting branched surface obtained by 
wrapping y c aM around itself m times. Suppose that fi M + N” is an n-dimensional homotopy 
hyperbolic structure on M. Let q: X + N be any map with the property that the following diagram 
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commutes up to homotopy, where $ is as constructed in Step II. Then there is a covering p: d -) X 
induced via cp from the universal covering on N, and a map @: X + N = l-3’. The main result of the step 
is the following. 
PROPOSITION A. 12. There is a constant K’ depending OR X, rp, and N such that for any R 2 0 and any 
ball B, of radius R in W, we have 
areaf(G-‘(B,)) 5 K’e(“-*)R. 
The rest of this step comprises a proof of this result. First, a lemma about volumes of balls in w^. 
LEMMA A.13. There is a constant K; such that for any R 2 0 the volume ofany ball of radius R in W 
is < K;e(“-l)R 
Proof: We work in the Poincart model-the interior of the unit ball in R” with the metric ds’ 
= [4(dx: + . . . + dxi)/( 1 - r*)‘] where r is the distance from the origin. Clearly, it suffices to prove 
this result for the balls centered at the origin. Let us consider a Euclidean sphere centred at the origin of 
Euclidean radius r, S,. Its hyperbolic radius t is given by I = 
= In . Equivalently, r = $$ . The hyperbolic area of S, is (2/l - r’)n-l times its Euclidean 
area which is c’ .P-‘, where c’ is the area of the unit sphere in W”. Thus, the hyperbolic area of S, is 
C’.(&/(l-rZ))“-’ = C.((e’-e-‘)/2)“-’ 5 C’et”-l’,‘. Integrating from 0 to R in the hyperbolic 
metric we see that the volume of the ball of radius R is 5 (C’/(n - l))e@‘-‘~R. Setting K; = C’/(n- 1) 
gives the result. m 
COROLLARY A.14. Given E > 0 there is a constant K;(E) such that for any R 2 0 any ball B, of radius 
R is hyperbolic n-space is covered by K;(E).~(“-‘)~ balls of radius E. 
Proof. Consider a subset of points in E, S = (xi, . . . , xs) such that ( l ) d(xi, xj) 2 E for all i # j. 
The balls of radius s/2 centered at the xi are disjoint and contained in BtRcJZl. Hence 
#(S) I vol(B,+e/2)/V, 5 (K~e~“-‘)(Rcc/2’)/VI 
= ((K;e’“-‘k/2)/V,)e’“-“R 
where V, is the volume of a ball of radius E in W”’ Setting K; (E) = (K; e I”- 1)ri2) V, gives us the inequality 
# ( %) I K; (e)e(“-l)R. 
Now let x be a maximal set satisfying (a). The balls of radius E centered at the points of 5 cover B,. 
n 
ProofofA.12. Since X is compact, there is E > 0 such that any s-ball in El” meeting i(X) projects 
isometrically into an &-ball in N. Also, there is a constant K; such that area ((cp)-‘(B,)) < K; for any 
ball & of radius E in N. Set K’ = K’(X, N, cp) equal to K; (E) ‘K;. For any R 2 0 and any ball B, c W” of 
radius R, we cover B, by K;(e)e !“-ljR balls of radius E, {B(j)}. Clearly, area ((3)-l (BR)) < Z 
area (( +)- ’ (B(j))). Since the B(j) project isometrically to s-balls B(j) in N we have 
Zjarea(($)-‘(B(j))) = Zjarea((rp)-‘(B(j))) I EjK; 
= K;(,),(.-1,RK; = K-‘.e’“-l’R. n 
Srep V. Completion of the proof 
In this section, we shall put together the lower bound from Step III and the upper bound from 
Step IV to show that for any homotopy hyperbolic structure f: M + N” the length of the geodesic in N 
freely homotopic to f(v) is at most (2n*X(aM))(n - l)/ln (m). (By convention we agree that this length is 
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0 if fbi) is parabolic in N and hence not represented by a closed geodesic.) The problem in comparing 
the bounds on areas is that the upper bound is in terms of area in R mapped into a ball of radius R in K 
whereas the lower bound is in terms ofarea in a ball ofradius R in 8. The gap is bridged by the following 
result. 
PROPOS~OH A.15. Suppose that f: M + N” is a homotopx hyperbolic structure on M such that f (7) is 
freely homotopic to a geodesic. Then there is a hyperbolic structure on 2M, inducing a branched surface X 
as before, and a map cp: X + N such that 
(ii) cp is rectifiable and preserues the length of any rectifiable path in X, and 
(iii) ~(7) is a geodesic in N. 
Proof. This result is due to Thurston [See, Chapter 8 of Thurston’s Notes on hyperbolic geometry, 
Princeton University Preprint.] Choose an arbitrary hyperbolic structure on dM. Let 7 be the geodesic 
in this structure. Now choose a vertex u E 7 and “triangulate” M be drawing arcs with endpoints at t’, one 
of the arcs being y. 
Fig. 6. 
Then spin this triangulation about y so that all the geodesics become tangent to it. 
Fig. 7. 
When we lift this decomposition to the universal cover, we have an equivariant decomposition of Hz 
into ideal triangles and lifts of y. The three ideal vertices of an ideal triangle are distinct endpoints of 
geodesic in W* covering y. We shall construct corresponding pieces in H”, invariant under the action of 
f, (rrt (dM)) c rtt (N). In fact, on the level of pieces the correspondence will be equivariant over the map 
(~laM),:~,(dM)-rn,(N). 
We have a continuous map jldM: ?M + N. This lifts to a map h: P? + PI”. Clearly, since f(y) is 
freely homotopic to a geodesic in N, h restricted to any geodesic above y in Hz maps this line to a path in 
W” with distinct endpoints in W”. We create a family of geodesics in H” invariant under ft (xi (dM)) with 
the same endpoints as these paths. We claim that no two of these geodesics can have an endpoint in 
common. For if they did, then the two geodesics would have to coincide and this would mean that the 
elements in n,(N) commuted. What this would say was that f,: x,(ZM) -+ n,(N) is not injective. 
Now consider an ideal triangle in our decomposition of i-1’. It has 3-vertices in the circle at infinity 
which are endpoints of the geodesics above 7. We create an ideal triangle in W” with the corresponding 
endpoints. Thus, for each piece-geodesic or ideal triangle in Hz-we have a corresponding piece in HI”. 
If two triangles in 0-r’ share an edge, the same is true of the corresponding triangles in M”. As triangles in 
W* limit into a geodesic above 7 the same happens for the corresponding pieces in W”. What this means is 
that the way the pieces in H” fit together describes abstractly a new hyperbolic plane and a rectifiable, 
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length preserving map efrom this plane to W” whose image consists exactly of the union of the pieces. 
The action of 7cL (2,~) on the pieces in iM” induces an action of n, (8M) on this new hyperbolic plane. 
The quotient is a new hyperbolic structure S on ZM. The quotient of r gives a rectifiable, length 
preserving map ;: S + N with ;#: n,(S)-tx,(N)identified withf,: x,(aM)- n,(N).Thismeansthat< 
is homotopic to fl ?M. Of course, i(r) is a geodesic in N. Since < is length preserving and the class ofy is 
divisible by m in x1(N), <Iv must wrap m-times around a primitive geodesic in N. Hence, [ factors to give 
a map cp: X -* N. It is easy to see that cp satisfies all the required properties. n 
COROLLARY A.16. Let f: M + N” be u homotopy hyperbolic structure on M in which f(7) is freely 
homotopic to CI geodesic y’ in N. Then IN(y’) 2 2n’~(dM)(n - l)/ln (m). 
Proof. Given f: M + N” with f (7) freely homotopic to a geodesic y’, choose a hyperbolic structure 
on dM and a map cp from the resulting branched surface X into N as in A.15 Let p: 2 + X be the 
covering induced by rp: X -) N from the universal covering of N. Since cp z f 0 $ and f: M + N is a 
homotopy equivalence, this covering is also the one induced by JI from the universal covering of M. By 
Proposition AS, it is essential. Thus by Proposition A.7 there is R, 2 0, K > 0, and a point x E j! such 
that for all R 2 Ro, we have area (AR(x)) 1 KmC(‘M)‘b)R where AR(x) c 2 is the ball of radius R 
centered at x. Since $: ri + N is rectifiable and preserves lengths of paths v(A~(x)) c B,(cp(x)) where 
BR(~(x)) is the ball of radius R in W” centered at G(x). Thus AR(x) c $-‘(BR(@(x))). Hence, by 
Proposition A.12 there is a constant K’ such that for all R 2 0, we have area(A,(x)) 
I area($-‘(B,(G(x)))) I K’e’“-‘)R. Taking limits as R + co, we see that 
or 
C(dM)l(y).ln(m) I (n- 1). 
i(y) I (n - l)/(ln (m) C(dM)). 
On the other hand, cp(y) is the geodesic freely homotopic to f(y). Hence, I(y) = IN(j). Since C(aM) 
= (2n2X(aM))-’ this establishes the result. n 
Now all the pieces are in place. We are already to turn to the proof of the main result. 
Proof of A.1 tvith the extra assumption. Let p: xl (M) -+ SO;@, 1) be a discrete and faithful 
representation. Let N” be M”/p(n,(M)). By our extra assumption, fr (Z) c M consists of annuli 
contained in solid torus components of 2 and tori. The image under p of the fundamental group ofany 
essential torus is parabolic and hence the absolute values of the traces of all these elements are bounded 
by n + 1. We can restrict attention to the annular components of fr (Z). Choose one: A,, c To c I: 
of multiplicity m,. Let a,-, E IL,(M) be the class of the core of &. If p(ao) is parabolic, then I tr p (a:)1 I n 
+ 1 for all k. We may as well assume p(ao) is not parabolic. Then its free homotopy class in N is 
represented by a geodesic $,. By A.16 I,.,(yb) I 2n2x(dM)(n- l)/ln (m,,). Thus, y’ has length which is 
bounded independent of p. Since these lengths are bounded independent of p, then so is each of 
ltr &&I. 
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